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INTRODUCTION 

“I really think food-nurtured with stewardship, tended without exploitation, and  

transacted with justice, is the only hope for our world. 

Tony Ends, Wisconsin farmer and head of the Churches‘ Center for Land and People 

In the United States, ten per cent of the total carbon emissions that humans are adding to 

the atmosphere come from large scale agriculture systems that are used to feed the nation‘s over 

three hundred million people.  Ninety percent of these emissions are due to packaging and 

transporting food produced within our country and imported from other countries into the United 

States.  These emissions are a large component to the climate change effects that earth is 

currently facing.  Students in the capstone seminar for Marquette University‘s Interdisciplinary 

Minor in Environmental Ethics have taken a keen interest in how to help mitigate the 

anthropogenic forcing of climate change through sustainable farming practices while at the same 

time having the capability of bringing food justice to urban settings in the Southeastern 

Wisconsin Region.   

We approached this topic by researching six major areas in order to know the facts that 

inform our deliberations and facilitate making recommendations for actions.  In order to make  

ethical recommendations, Ben Brunette and Nick McDaniels discuss in the first chapter the 

theological basis of this report and the philosophical principles that guide our reflections.  The 

next chapter focuses on the scientific findings of the effects that anthropogenic forcing of climate 

change is having on agriculture in Southeastern Wisconsin and, as Beth Wilson shows, led to our 

concluding that the current food production and distribution system contributes significantly to 

climate change due to the unnatural and highly efficient but little nurturing practices that are 

used on the land.  In the third chapter, Becky Goossen looks at ways in which the adverse effects 

of current practices of large scale farming can be reduced and movements can be made to more 

sustainable practices that will also facilitate the availability of food to people in urban and other 

areas.  Chalie Nevárez discusses in the fourth chapter small scale sustainable urban agriculture 

practices that provide a more personal approach to food production and availability in 

Southeastern Wisconsin.  Land use issues relating to climate change that affect the ecological 

landscapes in the seven counties of Southeastern Wisconsin are addressed by Nick McDaniels in 

the fifth chapter.  Finally, Ben Brunette addresses in the sixth chapter the political and 

economical consequences of large scale farming with attention to the problems with subsidizing 
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farmers, and he identifies alternatives that help small scale local farmers while mitigating 

anthropogenic forcing of climate change.  A compilation of recommendations by the authors is 

presented at the end of this report.  

In order to clearly define the topic of this report, some of the terminology we use needs to 

be clarified.  What do we mean by ―anthropogenic forcing of climate change,‖ Southeastern 

Wisconsin, and ―sustainability‖?    

Anthropogenic Forcing of Climate Change:  

Earth is entering into a period of climate change due to global warming. As the vast 

majority of scientific experts have concluded, the excessive warming of Earth is caused by 

anthropogenic forces. Though, when taken generally, this conclusion is virtually unchallenged by 

the entirety of the scientific community, its consensual truth is often doubted by many in the 

public and private sector. Those doubts are due, we assume, at least in part to inadequate 

presentation of these conclusions and misinformation provided by non-experts.  

 To address these doubts, consider the consensus reached by the Intergovernmental Panel 

on Climate Change that ―warming of the climate system is unequivocal, as is now evident from 

observations of increases in global average air and ocean temperatures, widespread melting of 

snow and ice and rising global average sea level‖ (http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-

report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr.pdf 8).  Also consider that greenhouse gases, which, ―due to human 

activities have grown since pre-industrial times, with an increase of 70% between 1970 and 

2004‖ ( http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr.pdf 15).  As a necessary 

complement to these findings, we must consider that ―changes in the atmospheric concentrations 

of GHGs and aerosols, land cover and solar radiation alter the energy balance of the climate 

system and are drivers of climate change‖(http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-

report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr.pdf 16).  The correlation between the anthropogenic impact on greenhouse 

gas concentration in the atmosphere and the effect of greenhouse gases as causative of a 

warming climate clearly and accurately implicate humans as the drivers of climate change.  

Based on the information compiled regarding the relationship between humans and climate 

change, this report addresses the correlation between agriculture in Southeastern Wisconsin and 

the anthropogenic forcing of climate change.   

 

http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr.pdf%208
http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr.pdf%208
http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr.pdf%2015
http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr.pdf%2016
http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr.pdf%2016
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Defining Southeastern Wisconsin 

            For this report, Southeastern Wisconsin is defined geopolitically to include the seven 

southeastern-most counties in Wisconsin. This definition is based on the region of service 

defined by the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (SEWRPC). These 

counties include, in order from north to south, east to west, Washington, Ozaukee, Waukesha, 

Milwaukee, Walworth, Racine, and Kenosha Counties. These seven counties fall into two 

distinct ecological landscapes as defined by the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources:   

      1) The Southeastern Lake Michigan Coastal ecological landscape spans from Southern 

Washington and Ozaukee Counties on the North, The Wisconsin-Illinois border on the  

South, Eastern Waukesha County, and Western Racine and Kenosha Counties on the  

West, and Lake Michigan on the East.  This region was naturally a mix of low  

woodlands, savanna, and prairies, topographically carved by the most recent glaciations.  

Today this area is heavily urbanized and natural settings are small and fragmented  

 (WDNR 201).  

       2)  The Southeast Glacial Plains ecological landscape spans from Southeastern Waupaca  

 County on the Northwest, Southwestern Manitowoc County on the Northeast,  

 Southwestern Kenosha County on the Southeast, and Southwestern Green County on the  

Southwest.  Included in this region are parts of six of the seven counties making up  

Southeastern Wisconsin including Western Ozaukee County, nearly all of Washington  

and Waukesha Counties, Western Racine and Kenosha Counties and the entirety of 

Walworth County.  This region is geographically marked by glacial formations and 

includes the Kettle Moraine State Forest and wetland habitats.  The region was once 

made up of hardwood forests, prairie, savanna, and wetlands, but is now limited by the 

regression of the prairie and savanna habitats (WDNR 182-183).  This area of 

Southeastern Wisconsin includes much of the agricultural land use on which this report 

focuses.  

Sustainability 

 In the broadest sense, sustainability is the ability to sustain a certain process or state at a 

certain rate or level.  The term carries multiple definitions depending on the context in which it is 

applied, the most common contexts being ecological, social and economic.  In this report we 

focus more on sustainable agriculture which upholds the same principles in a more distinct 
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manner through environmental stewardship, prosperous farming communities, and farm 

profitability.  Throughout this report, we consider the ability of agriculture to be a sustainable 

practice and analyze why current large scale practices are not sustainable.  The three realms of 

sustainability discussed throughout this report are the following: 

1) Environmental Stewardship is the ability of a system to be self sufficient and not be 

affected by outside forces.  In our report, we consider ecological sustainability in 

agriculture as a method in which the biota is not affected by anthropogenic forces.  This 

includes techniques which help mitigate the anthropogenic forcing of climate change that 

greatly affects the ecological systems that are in and around agricultural lands.  

According to the EPA, Environmental stewardship is the responsibility for environmental 

quality shared by all those whose actions affect the environment. 

2) Prosperous farming communities are needed to achieve sustainable farming.  In order to 

be sustainable, the well being of the biotic environment, the farmers, and their 

communities is essential.  Key to their well being is the availability of food to all which is 

a matter of justice.  Scarcity of food due to large scale farms having power and control 

over food distribution thwarts the prospering of farming communities and promotes 

injustice.    

3) Farm Profitability is a type of sustainability because, in the current market, large scale 

farms are mostly capable of acquiring profits.  Therefore, the small scale and 

environmentally friendly ways of agriculture seem to suffer and are not allowed to be 

sustainable on their own.   

Context, Grounding, and Gratitude 

This report was written in light of Marquette University‘s Cura Personalis mantra, the 

theological concept of the Common Good in the Catholic theological tradition, and the ―land 

ethic‖ promoted by the eminent environmental philosopher and forest manager Aldo Leopold.  

Our efforts are interdisciplinary as the minor in Environmental Ethics requires, since we draw on 

the knowledge and skills we learned through the various disciplines in order to address our topic 

and integrated the disciplines in our deliberations, reports, and recommendations.  While we 

planned and collaborated in researching, drafting, and revising our reports and in developing 

recommendations based on our findings, we were aided by professors whose insights guided us.  

For this guidance we are particularly grateful to doctors Zbig Sorbjan (Physics Department), Gail 
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Schumann (Biology Department), Heather Kohls (Economics Department), Owen Goldin 

(Philosophy Department), and Jame Schaefer (Theology Department) who also served as our 

Capstone Seminar Professor.  We are also grateful to the scientists and other specialists 

throughout the world who participate in the work of the United Nations‘ Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change and whose findings informed our research and deliberations.  
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Chapter 1 

THEOLOGICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS:   

CONTEXTUALIZING THE LOCAL AGRICULTURAL IMPACT ON 

ANTHROPOGENICALLY FORCED CLIMATE CHANGE  

 

“Thank God men cannot fly, and lay waste the sky as well as the earth.” 

Henry David Thoreau 

 

The following chapter explains the foundations from which we address a crucial, local 

aspect of what has led to the crisis of climate change.  It is with a similar local focus that our 

report must be based.  Just as everything that springs from Marquette University is grounded in 

the Catholic, Jesuit tradition upon which Marquette was founded, so also is the following work.  

Together with the ―land‖ philosophy of Aldo Leopold, this chapter illuminates the basis for our 

research and recommendations.  While it may seem that a cooperative effort to examine the 

implications of Southeastern Wisconsin agriculture on global warming and Catholic, Jesuit 

theology make strange bedfellows, theological concepts and philosophical principles exist that, 

when informed by contemporary scientific knowledge, convey a clear theological directive to 

what must be done in a time of ecological crisis. 

The Marquette Tradition 

The popular conception of Catholic theology as inherently opposed to recognizing the 

severity of the climate change phenomenon and its impact upon life as we know it is one which 

is not founded in the foundational teachings of the Church.  Instead, the conflation of theological 

principles with socio-cultural movements has given rise to the inferred opposition of Catholic 

principles and scientific discovery.  Though there is no questioning the monumental advances 

wrought by modern science, with the benefits of the scientific revolution came a social 

perspective of objectification and commoditization.  Theology was not immune to this shift, and 

a great disservice was done to theological discourse.  Patristic and medieval theologians viewed 

the natural world in an anthropocentric light as a product of the dominant worldview of the time.  

Yet despite seeing the world as existing for human use, this use was not to be subjected to every 

human whim.  Instead, theologians taught that the faithful must respect nature‘s bounty as God‘s 

creation, and only what was needed for human survival was to be taken.   

However, with the social developments that accompanied the scientific revolution, the 

natural world was objectified as a collection of observable entities, and a dualism between 
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physical and mental/spiritual was established.  This dualism inherently leant itself to a lack of 

respect for the natural world.  When combined with the perspective that the world existed for the 

express purpose of sustaining human beings, it is no wonder that an ecological crisis developed. 

 Because of this disconnect between the physical/material and the mental/spiritual, we 

have latched onto a theological principle--the Common Good--that is rooted in the times before 

the scientific revolution when the natural world was viewed and respected as a gift from God.  

This principle is vital to the development of our seminar report in a very foundational sense as a 

revival of Thomas Aquinas‘s theology informed by the discoveries of modern science.  The 

principle of the Common Good originally refers to the teleological goal toward which God 

directed creation and indicates that inherent within all of God‘s creatures is the normative sense 

of how to act so as to best serve the cooperative effort of sustainability in the greater community.   

However, as society evolved to embody an outlook more scientific in nature, this inherent 

sense of the Common Good was eliminated from all non-rational creatures.  This meant that the 

natural world could only approach its sense of the Common Good by serving human beings to 

meet the ever-growing needs of rational creatures.  Caught in an ardent dualism, nature was 

deemed to be physical and of lesser value than human beings‘ rationality.  The Common Good 

came to refer to meeting the necessities of human beings, out of the respect and dignity due only 

to human life.  Respect was lost for the entirety of creation as a physical manifestation of God‘s 

will intended to function in a sustainable way, while the Common Good came to incorporate the 

social and moral good of the entire human community.  From this narrow understanding, the 

Common Good is unachievable until each of God‘s rational creatures has been allowed to 

flourish in a fully human sense.   

Though this anthropocentric objectification of God‘s creation gave primacy to human 

flourishing, we wonder about expanding our vision today to acknowledge the human place 

within the ecological community.  If the Common Good were painted with a wider stroke than 

simply human flourishing, what would be the proper teleological goal of the flourishing of all of 

creation? 

 Despite the reverence paid to the natural world in Aquinas‘s theology, the human 

degradation of environments was considered, to some extent, a necessary evil of the human 

condition.  This condition occurred not so much out of an inherent destructive capacity, but more 

so because human beings are necessarily sustained by entities within creation, and the use of 
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such entities entails a degree of damage.  Yet in that notion of sustainability, a new conception of 

the Common Good can be born.  Aquinas‘s understanding that inherent within all creatures is a 

sense of goodness that is observable in the self-perpetuating interactions within nature leads to 

recognizing that ―creatures cooperate with one another for the good of the whole, because they 

are related to God as their Creator‖ (Schaefer, 798).  Though individual relations can be seen as 

competitive, the balance struck between predator and prey, between communities and their 

contingent species, lends itself to a sustainable natural world.  This self-perpetuation is in and of 

itself good and represents a divine goodness intended in the functioning of the world.  The 

realization that the good of the whole outweighs the good of any contingent individual is a 

crucial aspect of reaching the Common Good.  As the Catholic bishops of the United States 

teach,―The Common Good of society is not an end in itself, it has value only in reference to 

attaining the ultimate ends of the person and the universal common good of the whole of 

creation‖ (United States Conference of Catholic Bishops [USCCB], 75).   

This all-encompassing notion of the Common Good highlights what it means to be 

human--to recognize that the duty of the rational animal tends to be a difficult one that is 

wrought with responsibility and sacrifice.  The universal Common Good entails that human 

beings must relinquish what tangible benefits it may be in their power to attain for the good of 

ensuring that other beings have the basics for survival and flourishing.  When the scope of the 

Common Good is enlarged to encompass all of God‘s creation, human beings must restrain 

themselves from degrading nature purely for the resources which can be reaped and 

fundamentally shift their behavior to ensure the flourishing of the natural world as an entirety.  In 

short, a universal Common Good is recognizing the cooperation Aquinas saw within nature as a 

responsibility from which humans are not immune, and the human community must 

acknowledge its place in the ecological community by ensuring the sustainability of the natural 

world just as the natural world provides the means of ensuring the sustainability of human 

beings. 

The Common Good At Marquette 

The immense responsibility for recognizing the sustainability of Earth as the Common 

Good is recognized within the Marquette University mantra, Cura Personalis, “Care for the 

Whole Person.‖  Cura Personalis is the fourth pillar of the Marquette mission of service that is 

central in the mindset of the Catholic, Jesuit mission of developing young men and women who 
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embody their faith in God via service.  Marquette prides itself, as evidenced in its mission 

statement, in producing, ―men and women for others,‖ a testament to the dedication to service 

founded within this University.  This duty to others is founded in a conception of the Common 

Good that, ―the human person cannot find fulfillment in himself, apart from the fact that he 

exists, ‗with‘ and ‗for‘ others‖ (USCCB, 73).   

While Cura Personalis undoubtedly incorporates the selfless and empathetic nature of 

the Catholic tradition, the contribution of service to the human community as a whole extends far 

beyond the direct beneficiaries of charity.  The notion that only those who are directly affected 

by service benefit from its undertaking is founded in a relatively objectifying and stratified 

interpretation of the world.  Instead the power of service is much greater than the sum of all 

those acts which the term encompasses.  As distinctly rational, social creatures, human beings 

become fulfilled in their environments (in a sense consistent with the attainment of the Common 

Good) in which they play a uniquely profound role.  It is within the religious, societal, cultural, 

and moral climate that human beings develop into unique individuals and, in a theological sense, 

are able to recognize the normative direction prescribed by Catholic morality.  Thus, service 

involves the recognition of injustice in the world, which is somehow unacceptable by the 

standards of Catholic morality, and the commitment to act in a fashion that transforms injustice 

to justice.  Service encompasses a recognition that there exists something about the world that 

makes it a place less desirable for children to learn and grow, and that the persistence of injustice 

necessarily subtracts from the ability of human beings to flourish. 

The principle of the Common Good assumes that the whole is greater than the sum of its 

parts and demands our recognition that humans as social beings are affected in a very formative 

way by the world in which they live.  Humans are born without normative sense of conduct or 

interaction while other members of the biological community have prescribed behaviors and 

desires.  The distinctly human ability to identify what is happening in their environment that does 

not contribute to the Common Good requires humans to accept responsibility for rectifying the 

injustices therein.  Service is not only an altruistic act done solely for another; it is an individual 

manifestation of a wider striving for the Common Good.  Service is a part of ―Caring for the 

Whole Person,‖ because it acknowledges that part of what it means to care for the whole person 

is to care for other persons as well.  Furthermore, when the Common Good encompasses all of 

God‘s creation, it also incorporates caring for non persons, in recognition of the vital role which 
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the entire natural world plays in shaping what it means to be a human being.  This is what it 

means to be a member of the biological community.  Human beings have an inclination toward 

the Common Good like all other creatures.  What is unique for human beings, however, is the 

need to accept responsibility for curbing their unchecked desires that have led to ecological 

crises and injustice. 

The Southeastern Wisconsin Tradition 

 Finally, the theological grounding for the forthcoming report closes with one last 

consideration.  The Marquette seal is emblazoned on Marquette‘s flag, podiums, and anywhere 

that the university expresses itself via a single visual icon.  It portrays the University‘s namesake 

Father Jacques Marquette travelling with a Native American guide, thereby paying homage to 

those who lived in and nurtured this region in the times long before a bustling academic center 

was born.  Though incredibly diverse from tribe to tribe, the spiritualities of native peoples had a 

crucial common thread.  They respected the natural world as a spiritual entity.  The processes 

and bounty that nature provided were respected as having their own sacred identity, and, even 

though necessary for human use, possessed value simply by way of their existence in a mystical 

natural world.  A sense of the sacred saturated everything, and with that sense came a love, 

esteem, and sustainable use for all of nature.   

To recognize the human being as a member in the ecological community is not so 

different.  Once the human being is decentralized and is placed into the natural community, a 

similar sense of the sacred is infused into the environment.  God is in every person, as is a 

fundamental teaching of the Catholic Church.  But with human beings acknowledging their 

position as having even footing with the rest of the natural world, God is in not only every 

person, but is everywhere.  God--the Jesuit, Catholic God--is in a theological sense, in all things.  

Whether the sense of the sacred is conceived as a natural entity in accordance with the 

pantheistic tradition of those who occupied in centuries past the lands in which we live today or 

the sense of the sacred is conceived as the Jesuit, Catholic God, who is the focus and foundation 

upon which this university was founded, the sacred calls for respect and reverence.  This report is 

written out of recognition for this commonality among such a variety of theological perspectives, 

each of which has left its own indelible footprint in the ecological history of Southeastern 

Wisconsin.  
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Philosophical Tradition 

This work is also founded heavily upon secular philosophy, which also claims a rich 

tradition in this region, particularly the legacy of Aldo Leopold.  Founding an ethic which stands 

today as a foundation for environmental discourse, and with an eye toward the agricultural 

tradition of the Midwest and Wisconsin in particular, Leopold emerges as an iconic figure whose 

influence on the ecology of Southeastern Wisconsin cannot be understated.  Thus it is with an 

acknowledgment of the variety of local theological perspectives, synthesized with and informed 

by Leopoldian ecological ethics that this report is written from the Catholic, Jesuit perspective of 

Marquette University. 

Though the philosophical traditions that are applicable to climate change and the agrarian 

life are rich and extensive, we drew inspiration from locally originated but globally significant 

systems of ethics.  The philosophical and ethical foundations for approaching and addressing the 

relationship between agriculture in Southeastern Wisconsin and climate change are based on the 

writings and thoughts produced and inspired by a Wisconsin ecologist and philosopher.  

Leopold‘s defining masterpiece in environmental ethics, ―The Land Ethic,‖ is in large part 

responsible for the rise in interest and popularity of environmental ethics as a field of study and 

method of action.  Based upon his experiences and observations on the land just west of 

Southeastern Wisconsin, Leopold‘s writings inform this report with a localized philosophical 

understanding of the human relationship with the land that could hardly be more specifically 

tailored to the topic at hand.  And, though there is a broad and valuable canon of environmental 

philosophy on which we could ground this report, to neglect Leopold‘s ecologically prophetic 

system of ethics would be to neglect mining one of the most practical and valuable resources of 

thought for insight into the problem of agriculture in Southeastern Wisconsin as it contributes to 

climate change.  

Leopoldian Philosophy 

To centralize our philosophical grounding on the land of Southeastern Wisconsin, we 

consider first the relationship between land and country that could, potentially, be a necessary 

distinction in the face of a changing climate. ―Land,‖ says Leopold, ―is a place where corn, 

gullies, and mortgages grow‖ (Leopold 177).  ―Country is the personality of land, the collective 

harmony of its soil, life, and weather.  Country knows no mortgages, no alphabetical agencies, 

no tobacco road; it is calmly aloof to these petty exigencies of its alleged owners‖ (177).  
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Leopold‘s redefinition of land and his disempowering characterization of those who occupy it 

serve to establish the sentiments regarding land and country that this report attempts to echo.  A 

new understanding of land, country, and the relationships humans should have toward it is, in 

part, a major goal of this report as it is imperative, in the face of global climate change, that we 

as humans find ways to interact less damagingly with the earth.  The resultant metaphysical 

development of this transformation would be a decentralization of the individual human in favor 

of an understanding of humans as an important, but in no way privileged part of the ecological 

whole.  This holistic understanding of the human-land relationship would require a major shift in 

the anthropocentric attitudes stemming from the western metaphysical tradition, but this shift is, 

as this report illustrates, a necessary requirement for mitigating climate change.  Beginning to 

understand the land as country is a fundamental step in the rejection of anthropocentrism. 

 By Leopold‘s understanding, we work in this report to educate and inform in such a way 

that people will begin to see the land, an entity often ideologically portrayed as conquerable, as 

country, an entity independently greater than the human species‘ ability to conquer it.  This 

understanding, if we achieve in its proliferation, would lead to a greater harmony between 

humans and the land they live upon, thus spreading an ecologically understood attitude that 

could inspire more efforts for the mitigation of anthropogenic forcing of climate change. 

 This harmony, which Leopold develops further, is necessary and urgent in the face of 

global climate change.  ―Conservation,‖ Leopold says, ―is a state of harmony between men and 

land. By land is meant all of the things on, over, or in the earth.‖  He continues, ―Harmony with 

land is like harmony with a friend; you cannot cherish his right hand and chop off his left… you 

cannot love game and hate predators, you cannot conserve the waters and waste the ranges, you 

cannot build the forest and mine the farm‖ (189-190).  This recognition of compromising human 

action draws attention to one of the basic problems within the human-land relationship; the 

human inability to witness the affective nature of every action on the interconnected system leads 

to a series of actions and inactions attentive to one aspect of the whole instead of the whole itself. 

In a sense then, Leopold pleads that we learn to see the forest for the trees.  

 Leopold‘s most profound development which lays the groundwork for the Land Ethic is 

that the ―land is one organism.‖  That its ―parts, like our own parts, compete with each other and 

co-operate with each other.  The competitions are as much a part of the inner workings as the co-

operations.‖  The land that Leopold sees as organism is much more simply equated to a 
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mechanized system of complex inner workings too complicated for our scientific understanding 

at this moment but worthy of conservation and preservation based simply on our lack of 

understanding.  Because we understand so little of the land mechanism but know that ―if the land 

mechanism as a whole is good, then every part is good, whether we understand it or not,‖ then 

we must work as Leopold suggests for conservation of this goodness (190).  If it is in fact this 

recognition of goodness that moves us toward conservation, preservation, and study of the land 

as organism, then we must continue to appreciate, observe and bear witness to this goodness so 

as to act ethically toward the land.  This report moves to establish the goodness and value of 

biodiversity, interconnectedness, and highlight the negative impact humans can have on this 

goodness and value through negligent agricultural practices and anthropogenic forcing of climate 

change.  

 The Land Ethic establishes what Leopold believes to be a present, yet unsupported, 

component of historical ethical thought.  ―An ethic, ecologically, is a limitation on freedom of 

action in the struggle for existence,‖ says Leopold, illustrating that humans need an ethic to 

guide their interactions with the land so as not unbalance the struggle for existence among all 

species (238).  This ethic relies on an understanding not only of the struggle for existence of the 

individual human organism, but of all other organisms as well, implicating humans as those 

capable of ethically participating in the same ecological interactions that other organisms 

participate in out of innate nature.  

 The Land Ethic can then be summarized in one catholically applicable assertion. ―A thing 

is right,‖ Leopold says, ―when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic 

community. It is wrong when it tends otherwise‖ (262).  Because ―a land ethic changes the role 

of Homo sapiens from conqueror of the land-community to plain member and citizen of it,‖ it 

―implies respect for his fellow-members, and also respect for the community as such‖ (249).  

Recognition of the human as plain citizen of the biotic community achieves the necessitated 

decentralization and disempowerment of the anthropocentric that we have identified as largely 

causative of anthropogenic forcing of climate change.  This congruence of Leopoldian theory 

and our own philosophical and ethical approach to the climate change problem supports, 

legitimizes, and explains our attraction to grounding this report fundamentally in Leopold and 

the Land Ethic.   
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 To fully grasp these theories, and likewise understand the grounding for this report, 

Leopold encouragingly urges that we all have an ecological understanding through formalized 

education so to better attune our actions and broaden our ethical understandings.  He insists that 

those most formally familiar with ecological theory, a familiarization that this report intends to in 

part provide, are most likely, in Leopold‘s view and in ours, to act ethically in relation to the 

land.  This ecological knowledge allows humans to see that land ―is not merely soil; it is a 

fountain of energy flowing through a circuit of soils, plants and animals‖ (253).  Noticing that 

the land is the basis for the interdependence of species that allows for the sustenance of all, it 

becomes difficult then to recognize the human species in any way as being independent of the 

system on which it depends.  As Baird Callicott, a leading thinker in Leopoldian theory, 

suggests, there is an inherent limit to understanding ethics toward individuals, when individuals 

are understood and distinguished necessarily as parts of wholes (Callicott 85).  ―The Land 

Ethic,‖ he suggests, ―not only has a holistic aspect; but is holistic with a vengeance‖ (84).  If 

there is one understanding that this report adopts as a concentrated approach, it is one of 

ecological holism. 

 Thus, the suggestions we make for mitigating climate change through processes related to 

agricultural land in Southeastern Wisconsin are based upon the fact that the ―combined evidence 

of history and ecology seems to support one general deduction: the less violent the man-made 

changes, the greater the probability of successful readjustment…‖ (Leopold 257).  We believe 

then, as Aldo Leopold did, in the system‘s ability to return to a motive, fluxing balance, but only 

by way of ethical consideration of humans to not further act so as to continuously and 

unnaturally unbalance the system.  It is not that humans must act to correct the effects of climate 

change necessarily, but rather that humans must act ethically toward the land so that the land can 

correct these effects by its own processes without human interference.  

 Leopold says, in his most explicit address of the topic this report covers, ―almost equally 

serious as an obstacle to The Land Ethic is the attitude of the farmer for whom the land is still an 

adversary, or a taskmaster that keeps him in slavery‖ (262).  This report acknowledges this fact 

and then works to develop imperative suggestions based on ethics and ecology for a 

reconstruction of the ideologies that cause farmers, and the human species as a whole, to act as 

they do toward the land.  
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Despite these ethical developments on which this report and its conclusions heavily rely, 

there are governing motivations for our actions that exceed at times the philosophical theories 

that describe them. Leopold recognizes that it ―is inconceivable to me that an ethical relation to 

land can exist without love, respect and admiration for land, and a high regard for its value‖ 

(261).  Thus, in the spirit of Leopold, we take up the task of publicly discussing implications of 

agriculture in Southeastern Wisconsin as it pertains to climate change, not only to introduce a 

system of ethical suggestions for mitigating its effects, but also, and most importantly, out of the 

love, respect, and admiration for the land. 

Theological and Philosophical Conclusion  

In producing this report we could not ignore the significance and deeply connected 

relationship of the places from and about which we write.  We write about agriculture in 

Southeastern Wisconsin as it pertains to anthropogenic forcing of climate it change.  So it 

precedes then that we write from Southeastern Wisconsin, specifically Marquette University, a 

Catholic, Jesuit institution that actively grounds, forms, and supports the dispositions by which 

we read, research, and write.  The rich tradition of ecological theology is well maintained at 

Marquette and irrefutably guides this report in its purposefulness.  This tradition not only 

expands our own ecological education, but it inspires and motivates a further expansion.  We 

recognize, no matter particular personal theological grounding, that theology on the whole has an 

affective capacity to orient and motivate persons to act in accordance to certain systems of ethics 

and morals, systems we have recognized and acknowledged as valuable contributors to the 

mitigation of climate change and the pursuit of the Common Good of all that constitutes our 

planet.   

 Likewise, in testament to our belief in the affectivity of systems of ethics and morals and 

the necessity of a local grounding of these systems, we rely heavily on the theories put forth by 

Aldo Leopold, one familiar with the land and the practices that are the cause of the problem we 

address.  With Leopold‘s localized understanding and universal applicability we then merge our 

studies of philosophy and theology with those in sciences to improve our sensitivity and 

sensibility toward the problem, addressing climate change locally, but holistically.  For all of us, 

through our ecological and ethical education, we have come to realize that ―one of the penalties 

of an ecological education is that one lives alone in a world of wounds‖ (Leopold 197).  This 

report then, in a way, is our attempt to mobilize the people of this region to tend, dress, and 
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ultimately heal the wounds that we have so unethically inflicted upon the land and everything 

upon it.  After all, though we may live alone in a world of wounds, we must not and can not live 

alone in a world of healing. 
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Chapter 2 

SCIENTIFIC FINDINGS ON THE EFFECTS OF ANTHROPOGENIC CAUSES OF 

CLIMATE CHANGE ON AGRICULTURE AND THE EFFECTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE 

ON AGRICULTURE IN SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN 

 

"A nation that destroys its soils destroys itself." 

Franklin D. Roosevelt  

 

The purpose of this report is to bring to light the issues stemming from large scale 

agricultural use. This chapter of the full report will be looking at the biological implications that 

large scale agricultural techniques have imparted on the land, and how they have affected the 

climate. This section will provide a scientific grounding for understating the necessity of a shift 

from large scale to small scale agriculture. Having the scientific backdrop for a report such as 

this is necessary in understanding the causal relationship between large scale agriculture and its 

harmful consequences on the environment. A recognition and increased awareness of this 

relationship should result in a reassessment and redirection of agricultural practices in 

Southeastern Wisconsin in such a way as to contribute to the mitigation of climate change. The 

conclusions in this chapter are based on three assumptions. 1) That the earth‘s climate is 

changing and this change is caused in part by anthropogenic forcing. 2) Large scale agricultural 

practices can contribute to and correct anthropogenic forcing of climate change. 3) Suggestions 

regarding agricultural practices could be a potentially effective measure in the mitigation of 

anthropogenic forcing of climate change. These assumptive conclusions will be further supported 

and reasoned throughout the rest of this report. This chapter will present several reasons as to 

why large scale agriculture is one of the main contributors to the emission of greenhouse gases. 

We move through various intricate biological systems and how they are impacted by agricultural 

practices. This chapter then focuses on how the changing climate will affect current agriculture, 

with an indication that a movement towards sustainable farming methods are needed, this will be 

addressed in the next section of the report. 

To begin, and to address the first of this chapter‘s assumptive conclusions, Earth is 

entering into a period of climate change due to global warming. This warming, as concluded and 

agreed upon by a vast majority of scientific experts, is caused by anthropogenic forces. Though 

this conclusion, when taken generally, is virtually unchallenged by the entirety of the scientific 

community, its consensual truth about humans being the cause of global warming is often 
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doubted by many in the public and private sector. Those doubts are in part due to inadequate 

presentation of these conclusions and misinformation provided by non-experts.  

To address these doubts, consider the consensus reached by the Intergovernmental Panel 

on Climate Change that ―warming of the climate system is unequivocal, as is now evident from 

observations of increases in global average air and ocean temperatures, widespread melting of 

snow and ice and rising global average sea level‖ (IPCC 30). Then consider that greenhouse 

gases, which, ―due to human activities have grown since pre-industrial times, with an increase of 

70% between 1970 and 2004‖ (IPCC 30). As a necessary complement to this, we must consider 

that ―changes in the atmospheric concentrations of GHGs and aerosols, land cover and solar 

radiation alter the energy balance of the climate system and are drivers of climate change‖ (IPCC 

30). The correlation between the anthropogenic impact on greenhouse gas concentration in the 

atmosphere and the effect of greenhouse gases as causative of a warming climate clearly and 

accurately implicates human activities as the drivers of climate change.  

Relationship between Large Scale Agriculture and Climate Change 

Within the past century, agriculture has transformed the face of this planet. Beginning 

with the nomadic, sustainable methods of the Native Americans in Southeastern Wisconsin, to 

the industrialized, large scale methods of today, farming has impacted our planet in a large way. 

Current agricultural methods have wreaked biological havoc on the balance of the Earth‘s 

atmospheric gases, ecosystems, and energy and nutrient cycles. The amount of carbon dioxide 

produced by modern day farming is one of the largest contributors to the global warming crisis 

our planet faces today. The use of fertilizers, pesticides, heavy machinery, various plastics in 

packaging products, transportation, irrigation responsibilities, and animal husbandry in the 

agricultural sector has changed the landscape, ecosystem, and climate on a biological level.  

In order to feed the 6.7 billion human mouths in the world, there has been dramatic 

reshaping of landscapes, loss of biodiversity, stripping of nutrients, and diversion of water in 

order to yield thousands of acres of monoculture crops which have become biologically 

unproductive (Gore 216). Because of the changing climate due to global warming, agriculture 

will have to undergo a substantial shift in order to remain productive, yet farming needs to 

become a sustainable practice that can usher us into a new era of more ecologically friendly 

farming. 
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History 

 Hundreds of years ago, when Native Americans inhabited the region of Southeastern 

Wisconsin, they practiced small scale methods of agriculture that produced only enough food to 

feed the individual and their families. Native Americans had low population densities compared 

to the available high land area. If we look at examples of failed Native American communities, 

such as the Aztecs, scientists speculate that a large population coupled with an inability to 

conserve their resources led to their decline and eventual extinction. In the Southeastern 

Wisconsin region, small tribes practiced non-invasive techniques, which are known as 

subsistenance farming. Generally, Native Americans had a deep knowledge of the natural 

materials in the world around them. This great understanding and deep connection with land led 

the Native Americans to use non-invasive farming methods that did not destroy the biological 

ecosystem around them. Although traditional native farmers did not understand the intricacies of 

soil microbiology, their careful observations led them to effective practices to reduce pathogens.  

One of their methods was crop rotation, which helped preserve the soil, as well as reduce 

pests. Crop rotation is also used to control pests and diseases that can become established in the 

soil over time (Schumann 127). Plants within the same taxonomic family tend to have similar 

pests and pathogens. By regularly changing the planting location, the pest cycles can be broken 

or limited. Crop rotation also seeks to balance the fertility demands of various crops to avoid 

excessive depletion of soil nutrients (Schumann 127). The continuously nutrient rich soil was 

then able to support being used for agricultural purposes for much longer of a period of time. 

Native Americans also used organic materials as a natural fertilizer. For example, they would use 

decaying leaves, and fish heads (James Madison Museum). This organic matter, which holds 

moisture breaks down and releases nutrients, such as nitrogen, which is an organic element that 

is essential to a plants growth and development, into the soil. 

Another method used by Native Americans was planting a variety of plants such as 

squash, beans and corn, known as the ―three sisters‖ of crop plants. This is vital, because they 

actually grow better together than separately. Corn, beans and squash, the ―three sisters‖, were 

the principal crops of the Iroquois and other Native American groups in the northeastern and 

Midwestern United States (Hays, Vernon 83). Corn provides a natural pole for bean vines to 

climb. Beans fix nitrogen on their roots, improving the overall fertility of the plot by 

providing nitrogen to the following years‘ corn. Bean vines also help stabilize the corn plants, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Family_(biology)
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making them less vulnerable to blowing over in the wind. Shallow-rooted squash vines 

become a living mulch, shading emerging weeds and preventing soil moisture from 

evaporating, thereby improving the overall crops‘ chances of survival in dry years. The large 

amount of crop residue from this planting combination can be incorporated back into the 

mound at the end of the season, to build up the organic matter in the soil and improve its 

structure. Corn, beans and squash also complement each other nutritionally. Corn provides 

carbohydrates, the dried beans are rich in protein, balancing the lack of necessary amino acids 

found in corn. Finally, squash yields both vitamins from the fruit and healthful, delicious oil 

from the seeds (Hays, Wilma and R. Vernon 85). 

Overall, the techniques used by Native Americans in the Southeastern Wisconsin region 

sustained the people who lived here, and kept the land biologically productive for hundreds of 

years, until modern day agricultural practices began to be implemented. Over the past century, 

the shift society has made in response to the rapid population increase from small scale 

sustainable agriculture to large scale mechanized systems has negatively affected the ecological 

diversity of the planet. The reason Native Americans were able to last so long in one area with 

such a small ecological footprint was because of their small population size and their 

mindfulness for nature. The small scale methods utilized by the Native Americans resulted in 

little disturbance to natural areas. A return to the sustainable, mindful methods used by Native 

Americans in this region is much more ecologically sound. 

Impacts of Large Scale Agriculture on Climate Change 

The impacts of agriculture on climate change stem from the use of the land and the 

equipment and techniques utilized in today‘s large scale farm. Farms are one of the biggest 

carbon dioxide emitters in the world. Various aspects of modern day farming contribute to the 

release of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. Modern farming techniques involving soil 

plowing release the largest amounts of carbon dioxide. The production of artificial nitrogen 

fertilizer for crops also contributes to the vast amounts of carbon dioxide produced in the 

agricultural sector. Other types of farming such as animal husbandry, the industrial raising of 

livestock for dairy and meat purposes, release other dangerous greenhouse gases into the 

atmosphere.  
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Biological Diversity 

In the United States today, approximately over 41% of the land is currently being used 

for agricultural use (USDA). Land selected for agricultural use was originally chosen for soil 

fertility and water availability. As time progressed and land was used up, pioneers had to move 

onward and convert land that was not necessarily able to support crops. Vast areas such as 

woodlands that have been clear cut, prairies that have been dug up, and deserts are now large 

expanses of crops. A result of the consolidation effected by large-scale mechanized production 

increased the size of the modern day farm from 151 to 435 acres. This represents a great loss in 

biodiversity, which is severely detrimental to the earth‘s biology (Encyclopedia of Nations). 

Large expanses of crop land with no trees and fences mean an absence of wildlife. Without the 

necessary elements of ecological systems to feed off each other, the diversity of an area 

decreases.  

A common example of diversity loss is found within the agricultural practice of 

monoculture. The practice of monoculture, which is the mass planting of one type of crop, 

reduces the resistance of plants to devastating diseases (Schumann 51). The dependence on 

monoculture crops can lead to large scale failures when the single genetic variant or cultivar 

becomes susceptible to a pathogen or when a change in weather patterns occur. These diseases 

affect the plant‘s ability to fix carbon and release oxygen into the air (Bromley 6). 

As modern agriculture converts an ever-increasing portion of the earth's land surface to 

monoculture, the genetic and ecological diversity of the planet erodes. Both the conversion of 

diverse natural ecosystems to new agricultural lands and the narrowing of the genetic diversity of 

crops contribute to this erosion. Only 10 to 20 crops provide 80 to 90% of the world's calories 

(Bromley 8). Throughout the world the attraction of high yields from new strains has caused 

farmers to abandon the more diverse, locally adapted varieties. Local and diverse plants are the 

farmer‘s sources of resistance to diseases and pests and of adaptation to climatic extremes and 

poor soils. Wide use of uniform varieties in monoculture has increased vulnerability to biological 

and physical stresses; expansion of agriculture into marginal lands requires special adaptation to 

climatic extremes, poor soil, and low water quality. Wild genotypes of native plants are resistant 

to various diseases found in the region that it is grown. Allowing wild plants to remain wild 

permits them to interact with their environment and other plants, and to evolve. The most direct 

way to accomplish preservation of genetic diversity may be to preserve indigenous subsistence 

http://www.nationsencyclopedia.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cultivar
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agriculture (Hays, Vernon 88). Where local varieties are found to be nutritionally superior, 

ecologically sound, and more reliable in unpredictable growing conditions, these systems should 

be maintained rather than replaced with modern, genetically limited varieties and farming 

techniques. 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Crops and Animal Husbandry 

Nationally, agriculture is responsible for 8% of the world‘s green house gas (GHG) 

emissions (Larsen, Damassa, Levinson 49).  Most of the global emissions come from the 

combustion of fossil fuels used in farming, releasing carbon dioxide. There are various sources 

for the carbon released. One of the most significant is the degradation of soil, as it is plowed it 

releases carbon dioxide. Another drastic emitter of carbon dioxide within the agricultural sector 

is the production of synthetic nitrogen fertilizer (Soule, Carré, Jackson). A remarkable increase 

in the application of machinery to farms took place during and after World War II. Tractors, 

trucks, milking machines, grain combines, corn pickers, and pickup bailers became virtual 

necessities in modern, conventional farming. In 1920 there was less than one tractor in use for 

every 1,000 acres of cropland harvested; by 1997 there were five tractors per 1,000 acres 

(USDA). With the widespread use of large farm machinery the amount of fossil fuels used are 

major sources of anthropogenic produced carbon dioxide in the Earth‘s atmosphere. The use of 

heavy farm equipment makes up about 20% of the released greenhouse gases in the farming 

sector (Wightman 2).  

 Even with the high amounts of carbon dioxide released, the impact of methane emissions 

from agricultural practices far outweigh on-farm carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuel 

combustion. Methane and nitrous oxide are much more potent GHG‘s, as shown here in this 

carbon equivalence chart (Wightman, 2):  

carbon dioxide (CO) = 1 CO2  

methane (CH4) = 23 CO2  

nitrous oxide (N2O) = 310 CO2. 

 

Methane production is far more dangerous and is more prevalent on an industrial animal 

husbandry farm than carbon dioxide. Methane not only has twenty two times the global warming 

potential, it also has been growing at double the rate. Animal husbandry, which is the agricultural 

practice of breeding and raising livestock for human consumption purposes, produces the most 

methane of any farming practice. Over 2 million tons of methane, and carbon dioxide were 
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released from a single farm. This 1997 data arises from a New York farm with 700,000 dairy 

cows (Wightman 2). 

Growing the crops necessary for dairy farming accounted for 76% of the total system 

energy use. However, cropping contributes only 34% of the dairy farm greenhouse gases. 

Synthetic nitrogen production is the single greatest energy consumer and greenhouse gas 

generator. In considering only the greenhouse gases associated with the cropping system, 

nitrogen contributes nearly 60% of the greenhouse gas emissions, field machinery coming in 

second contributing 20% from fuel combustion (Wightman 3).  

Combining cropping with dairy farming, nitrogen emissions still contribute significantly 

with 20% of the total greenhouse gas emissions (Wightman 3).  However, when we add dairy, 

the majority of the greenhouse gases are coming from methane production followed by methane 

emissions from manure handling. Different manure handling systems produce different amounts 

of greenhouse gas emissions, lagoons being the biggest producer of greenhouse gases and daily 

spread practices generating the least amount. Nitrogen, manure management, and methane 

emissions are the major sources of GHGs (Wightman 4). 

Soil Erosion 

Midwestern topsoil, some of the finest cropland in the world, is made up of loose, 

heterogeneous clumps with plenty of air pockets between them. Big, heavy machines that 

farmers use mash the soil into an undifferentiated, impenetrable slab – a process called 

compaction (Mann 88). Roots can‘t penetrate compacted ground, water cannot drain into the 

earth and instead runs off to cause erosion. And because compaction can occur deep in the 

ground, it can take decades to reverse. In the developing world, far more arable land is being lost 

due to human induced erosion and desertification, the formation of deserts. In a study of global 

soil misuse, scientists at the International Soil Reference and Information Center (ISRIC) 

estimated that in 1991 humankind has degraded more than 7.5 million square miles of land 

(Mann 88). We are rapidly trashing the soil from which all things come from. 

Erosion represents one of the greatest soil losses due to plowing. As soil is washed away, 

the nutrient rich topsoil disappears. The long history of soil erosion and its impact on civilization 

is one of devastation. An estimated total of 6.4 billion tons of topsoil was washed or blown away 

in the United States (USDA 1983). Some 6 billion metric tons of soil was lost from American 

cropland alone, an average of 6.8 tons/acre. (USDA 1983). In Southeastern Wisconsin, losses 

http://www.climateandfarming.org/
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were recorded up to 18 tons/acre were common (USDA 1983).  Erosion is not always obvious. 

Three steps characterize the erosion process: Soil particles are detached, then displaced by wind 

and rain, and finally deposited (Soule, Carré, Jackson).  Raindrops striking the bare soil can 

throw soil particles several centimeters. Soil exposed to wind is also another serious incident that 

occurs with current tilling and plowing techniques.  With such a wholesale altering of its basic 

structure, texture, and organic matter, the deposited soil no longer has the potential to produce its 

former yields. 

Irrigation 

The artificial application of water in areas where there is no naturally flowing water 

changes ecological landscapes and the biology of that region of land. Adequate rainfall is never 

guaranteed for the dry land farmer in arid and semiarid regions, and thus irrigation is essential 

for reliable crop output. Irrigation ensures sufficient water when needed and also allows farmers 

to expand their acreage of suitable cropland. In the United States more than 49 million acres, 

concentrated in the 18 western states and in the southeast, use 83% of the total water consumed 

in the United States. (USDA 1985). Depletion of streams and rivers is also a serious problem. 

Aquatic and riparian habitats are severely affected or destroyed when rivers are overdrawn. To 

protect these natural habitats, irrigation would have to be greatly reduced.  

In the western United States, there are many cases where water is pumped from 

underground aquifers in which it has been accumulating for millions of years. This is called 

fossil water (Schumann 340). This water is not being replaced by infiltration as quickly as it is 

being removed. As a result, land runs out of water, and it is abandoned. The removal of water in 

some areas has been so rapid and extensive that sink holes have developed, where land has 

collapsed into empty recesses left by the water that was once there. (Schumann 340). 

Applying large amounts of water in arid regions can alter the ecosystem; in addition, such 

changes in farming practices such as plowing, fertilizing, and monoculture (which usually 

accompany irrigation) also affect the ecosystem. Plant diseases, insects, and weeds, previously 

unable to withstand the dry conditions, can become serious pests. The soil fauna, usually sparse 

in desert climates and adapted to drought conditions, can undergo drastic changes with irrigation; 

certain groups of soil fauna become dominant, destroying the previous balance (Soule, Carré, 

Jackson).  For example, earthworms, mites, and nematodes will invade newly irrigated soils at 

the expense of the original fauna unable to adapt to the new moisture levels.  
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Impact of Climate Change on Agriculture in Southeastern Wisconsin 

Agriculture and the climate are closely intertwined systems. We are faced with a two-

sided problem. Agriculture has been, and continues to be a leading contributor of greenhouse 

gases and other various detrimental biological effects.  However, with the changing climate, 

agriculture must also change. Climate change induced by increasing greenhouse gases is likely to 

affect crops differently from region to region. We will look at the general outcome of these 

predicted changes, with a strong focus on what is happening in Southeastern Wisconsin. The 

warming climate and changing rainfall patterns associated with global warming will affect 

agriculture in several ways.  It will affect the productivity in terms of quality and quantity in crop 

output. Agricultural practices, such as irrigation and the use of harsh chemicals have altered the 

environments around them, in particular soil erosion, and the reduction of crop diversity. 

Adaptation may also change; organisms may become more or less competitive.  The increased 

carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere have rapidly begun driving changes in our crop 

systems today, which have many positive and negative effects.  

Effect of Atmospheric CO2 on Agriculture and the Nitrogen Cycle    

 With atmospheric carbon dioxide levels on the rise, the nutritional quality of our crops 

are expected to decrease.  Studies have shown that higher CO2 levels may lead to reduced plant 

uptake of water containing nitrogen, resulting in crops with lower nutritional value.  Nitrogen 

intake is vital for all living beings, and would surely have negative health affects on all living 

things. Carbon dioxide is essential to plant growth.  Plants remove carbon dioxide from the 

atmosphere by photosynthesis, which uses light energy to produce organic plant materials by 

combining carbon dioxide and water.  Plants get the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere by 

opening little structures on their leaves called stomata.  Stomata are where carbon dioxide enters, 

and water vapor leaves.  Plants then use the sugars produced from photosynthesis for growth and 

reproduction. Oxygen is the released product (Molles 135).  With the increased carbon dioxide in 

the atmosphere, plants may have more efficient photosynthesis. 

There are two variants of photosynthetic plants that make up crop varieties, C3 and C4, 

referencing how many carbons are in their final product.  The first are called C3 plants. In this 

variety, water vapor flows out of their stomata faster than carbon dioxide enters.  In order to get 

enough carbon dioxide, they keep their stomata open longer and in doing so lose large amounts 

of water vapor.  These C3 plants need more water available to them (Molles 135).  The other 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greenhouse_gas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soil_erosion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biodiversity
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variety, C4, is able to obtain carbon from the atmosphere more easily.  This is because C4 plants 

utilize a peptide that has a higher affinity for carbon.  Therefore, these plants need fewer open 

stomata (Molles 135).  The effects of an increase in carbon dioxide would be higher on C3 crops, 

such as wheat, than on C4 crops such as maize, because the former is more susceptible to carbon 

dioxide shortage in the atmosphere (Molles 135).  Because of the increased efficiency of their 

photosynthesis, these C3 and C4 plants will not have to have their stomata open as often as they 

would with less carbon dioxide in the air.  When a plant‘s stomata are open, water escapes into 

the air. Plants continuously absorb and transpire water, losing over 90% the absorbed water to 

evaporation in order to take in enough carbon dioxide for photosynthesis (Molles 134).  This 

water loss will be avoided if the plant will not need to have their stomata open frequently.  The 

plant will be capable of better water conservation.  The reduction of water uptake would result in 

possibly more efficient irrigation techniques.  However, what we are left with is a nutritionally 

lower plant. Plants take up their nutrients from the water in the soil.  The less water they take up, 

the less nutrients they may have. 

Carbon Sink          

 Agricultural land use represents one of the crucial tipping points in climate change 

scenarios because higher land temperatures will turn the soil into a net emitter of carbon, instead 

of serving as a carbon sink.  A carbon sink is a reservoir of carbon that accumulates and stores 

carbon for an indefinite period.  Carbon sinks are crucial for the sequestration of excess amounts 

of carbon.  Potentially soils have the capacity to offset between 5 and 15% of global fossil fuel 

emissions, but as land temperatures warm soils are turning from carbon sinks to carbon emitters 

(Mann 89).  Many crops are grown in weed free environments, leaving large portions of the soil 

uncovered by vegetation and reducing the amount of organic matter that could be going back 

into the soil.  Significant amounts of topsoil are blown or washed away where vegetation is not 

present to hold the soil. Plant litter and other biomass accumulate as organic matter in soils, and 

is degraded by chemical weathering and biological forces (Schumann 186).  This plant litter and 

humus contains carbon and returns it to the soil.  Through harvest, wind, and water erosion, the 

continuous degradation of organic material, carbon stored in organic biomass and the soil is 

released. 

Careful management of topsoil is therefore a crucial contribution that farmers can make 

to the mitigation of global warming.  Farming practices that enhance carbon storage in the soil 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C3_plants
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wheat
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C4_plants
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maize
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plant_litter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biomass
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soil_organic_matter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_weathering
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include no till and low till agriculture, crop rotation and covering of soil with biomass between 

plantings, restoration of woodlands, and the use of animal waste to restore lost topsoil (Soule, 

Carré, Jackson).  

Effects of Global Climate Change on Weeds       

 Global warming would cause an increase in rainfall in some areas, which would lead to 

an increase of atmospheric humidity and the duration of the wet seasons. Combined with higher 

temperatures, these could favor the development of fungal diseases. Similarly, because of higher 

temperatures and humidity, there could be an increased pressure from insects and disease 

vectors. Studies show that there would be a winter survival of pathogens as bacterial spot of 

pepper and tomato, and vectors of viruses and other pathogens (Tackle, Zaitao). With the warmer 

weather, occurrences of mold will increase, ruining thousands of tons of stored food. Mold may 

produce mycotoxins, which is a toxic compound produced by a fungus. Currently, the Food and 

Agriculture Organization estimates that 25% of the world‘s food crops are significantly 

contaminated by mycotoxins already (FAO). With the increasing temperatures, this number is 

expected to increase as well.  

A very important point to consider is that weeds would undergo the same acceleration of 

cycle as cultivated crops, and would also benefit from the increased atmospheric carbon dioxide. 

Since most weeds are C3 plants, they are likely to compete even more than now against C4 crops 

such as corn (Tackle, Zaitao 2006). Weeds have greater genetic diversity than crops. 

Consequently, if resources such as light, water, nutrients, or carbon dioxide change within the 

environment, it is more likely that weeds will show a greater growth and reproductive response.  

In addition to agronomic weeds, there is an additional category of plants that are 

considered noxious or invasive weeds. These are plants that are usually non native whose 

introduction results in wide-spread economic and environmental consequences. Many of these 

weeds reproduce by vegetative means and recent evidence indicates that as a group, these weeds 

may show a strong response to recent increases in atmospheric carbon dioxide (Tackle, Zaitao). 

Increasing temperatures may mean an expansion of weeds into higher altitudes. Very 

aggressive weeds that are currently found in the south are limited in the Midwest states by lower 

temperatures. Many C4 weeds are serious problems in the southern U.S. but do not occur at 

problem levels in the U.S. corn-belt. Studies have shown that itchgrass, a profusely robust grass 

weed could invade the central Midwest with only a 3
o 
C increase (Tackle, Zaitao). Witchweed, a 
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root parasite of corn, is currently limited to the coastal plains of the Carolinas, but is slowly 

making its way to the corn-belt. If this parasite became established in the corn-belt, there would 

be disastrous consequences.   

Effects of Global Climate Change on Pests       

 Insects are cold-blooded organisms; the temperature of their bodies is approximately the 

same as that of the environment. Therefore, temperature is the single most important 

environmental factor influencing insect behavior, distribution, development and survival. It has 

been estimated that with a 2
o
 C temperature increase insects might experience an increase of one 

to five life cycles per season (Wolfe 3). Warmer temperatures in the Midwest region will result 

in more types and higher populations of insects.  

            Due to increasing temperature, migratory insects may arrive in the Midwest region earlier 

in the season. Insects will also experience lower winter mortality rates due to warmer winter 

temperatures (Wolfe 3). Studies have been conducted that show insects respond to the level of 

carbon dioxide in the air directly. In order to obtain sufficient nitrogen for their metabolism, 

insects have been shown to consume over 57% more plant material than insects in an 

environment with low levels of carbon dioxide, because of the nitrogen deficiency in plant 

matter due to increased photosynthetic efficiency (Wolfe 4) or increase crop yields and 

subsequently maintain or increase overall profits (Pretty 99).   

Growth Periods 

Many important grain crops, such as field corn, wheat, and oats tend to have lower yields 

when summer temperatures increase because the plant developmental cycle is sped up. Farmers 

can adapt to this problem by switching to longer growing season varieties when available, but 

suitable new varieties may not always be available. 

Some important crops in the Midwest, such as winter wheat, and tree fruit crops such as 

apples and grapes, have winter chilling, or ―vernalization,‖ requirements. These requirements 

usually involve a prolonged winter period where temperatures do not exceed a certain threshold 

temperature. Warmer winters and/or an increase in winter ―thaws‖ could have negative 

consequences for spring flowering and yield of these crops, whether or not spring and summer 

temperatures are optimum for their growth.  
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Ozone and UV-B          

 Some scientists think agriculture could be affected by any decrease in stratospheric 

ozone. The ozone layer absorbs between 93 and 99% of the sun‘s harmful ultraviolet radiation. 

The earth‘s ozone layer has been depleted by chlorofluorocarbons (CFC‘s). CFC‘s were 

developed in the early 1930s and are used in a variety of industrial, commercial, and household 

applications. Excessive depletion could increase exposure of biologically dangerous ultraviolet 

radiation B. UVB radiation is dangerous because it can cause damage to plant DNA (Fischer, 

Shah, van Velthuizen). Excess ultraviolet radiation B can directly affect plant physiology and 

cause increases in mutations, and indirectly through changed pollinator behavior, though such 

changes are difficult to quantify. 

Conclusion 

 In response to the assumptions made about worldwide rising temperatures being human 

induced, we have narrowed our study to the human activity of agriculture. Agriculture 

contributes greatly to the problem of global warming. The agriculture sector in the United States 

produces about 8% of the national carbon dioxide output (Larsen, Damassa, Levinson 49). 

Southeastern Wisconsin‘s agricultural history depicts a once sustainable farmed environment; 

however with the rapid growth in population, the need for extensive and abrasive large scale 

agriculture has arisen. Various current farming methods have detrimental affects on the 

environment. The reduction of biological diversity, soil erosion, irrigation misuse, industrial 

animal husbandry, and the production of synthetic fertilizers have all greatly contributed to the 

release of dangerous greenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide and methane. 

As climate and weather patterns begin to change due to global warming, agriculture will 

have to undergo change as well. Agriculture and the climate are closely intertwined systems. 

Various tenants of agriculture are affected by climate changes. Crop quality will be affected by 

the increased carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere, carbon sequestration within 

organic biomass and the soil will be affected, weeds, pests, and pathogens will be affected, 

growth periods, and plants genetic codes also will be affected. Adaptation may also change; 

organisms may become more or less competitive. The increased carbon dioxide concentrations in 

the atmosphere have begun rapidly driving changes in our crops. We must take up sustainable 

practices that not only help our food crops adapt to the climatic changes, but we must take up 

sustainable practices to reduce agricultures severely negative impact on the environment and the 
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atmosphere so that is no longer one of the greatest greenhouse gas emitters. Agriculture started 

out as a sustainable practice that worked with the natural ecosystems in the region, it can and 

must certainly be returned to a practice that restores and preserves the biological integrity and 

significance of the natural environment. 
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Chapter 3 

SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE: 

METHODS AND IMPLEMENTATION IN THE FIGHT FOR FOOD JUSTICE 

“To cherish what remains of the Earth and to foster its renewal  

is our only legitimate hope of survival."  

Wendell Berry 

 

As the preceding section of this report indicates, the conventional practices used 

pervasively by large-scale farms are unsustainable.  They result in irreversible negative 

consequences for soil as well as for biodiversity.  Yet perhaps most grave is the irreversible 

damage being done to the atmosphere through the high quantities of greenhouse gas emissions 

that result from large-scale agricultural production.  However, the processes that lead to this 

rampant destruction of the earth are not inevitable.  They are merely processes designed by 

humans to increase efficiency, size, and yield while reducing the amount of human labor 

necessary (Pretty 62).  What these processes fail to take into account is their inability to replicate 

natural ecological systems.  As fossil fuel sources are being diminished at the enormous expense 

of the delicate climate, new ways of producing both energy and food must become the standard.  

The agricultural sector in the United States is responsible for 8% of the country‘s greenhouse gas 

emissions (Wightman 2).  As a significant contributor to the problem of climate change, 

agriculture takes on a giant responsibility to reshape itself and its operating techniques.  More 

sustainable alternatives of farm practices can and must be implemented to perform the necessary 

tasks on farms.  These alternatives more closely resemble natural ecological processes and take 

advantage of the way these processes work.  They require far fewer inputs that have been 

manufactured using fossil fuels. 

 Underlying the entire conversation of sustainable agriculture is the assumption that this 

type of agriculture necessitates operation on a small scale.  Small-scale operation raises the 

possibility that such agriculture need not require rural, large, open spaces to function properly.  

Sustainable agriculture can be done in more crowded areas such as urban centers.  In fact, it can 

play a vital role in alleviating many of the problems associated with so-called ―food deserts‖ that 

exist predominantly in low-income neighborhoods of cities.  These areas that lack easy access to 

healthy and affordable food could greatly benefit from the implementation of sustainable farming 

techniques within their very communities.  Not only would these community farms and gardens 
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provide fresh, healthy fruits and vegetables to residents, but they would also function as a 

catalyst for neighborhood revitalization in areas that may be deteriorating and stricken with 

crime. 

 This section of the report examines the topic of sustainable agriculture in detail and the 

practices being used with success by sustainable farmers in Wisconsin, the United States, and 

across the globe.  The section will then investigate the topic of food justice, a phrase that frames 

the concept of food security in a slightly modified context.  While community food security 

occurs when ―all persons in a community have access to culturally acceptable, nutritionally 

adequate food through local non-emergency sources at all times‖ (Brown 5), food justice 

involves a deeper look at those conditions that lead to the inaccessibility of fresh, healthy food to 

certain communities; it delves into the systematic inequalities bound up with socioeconomic 

differences.  Instances of food injustice frequently exist in low-income, inner-city areas (Brown 

6).  This section of the report points to sustainable agriculture as a means of both lessening 

agriculture‘s contribution to climate change and environmental destruction and simultaneously 

restoring food justice to notoriously underserved communities, thereby revitalizing the health 

and unity of their residents. 

Sustainable Agriculture 

Sustainable agriculture can be defined as it was in the Farm Bill of 1990.  It is ―an 

integrated system of plant and animal production practices having a site-specific application that 

will, over the long term, satisfy human food and fiber needs; enhance environmental quality and 

the natural resources base upon which the agricultural economy depends; make the most efficient 

use of nonrenewable resources and on-farm/ranch resources; and integrate, where appropriate, 

natural biological cycles and controls; sustain the economic viability of farm/ranch operations; 

and enhance the quality of life for farmers/ranchers and society as a whole‖ (President‘s Council 

on Sustainable Development).  This loaded definition illustrates just how widely sustainable 

agriculture practices can vary from place to place and from situation to situation.  With the given 

set of sustainability goals in mind, farmers and ranchers must implement the methods that are 

most effective and most appropriate for their circumstances.  A sustainably-run fruit orchard in 

Georgia, for example, will require a different array of practices than a sustainable cattle ranch in 

Idaho.  However, the practices discussed in this section are those used most pervasively by 
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sustainable farmers.  The techniques used are aimed at several different goals, including but not 

limited to pest control and management, soil conservation and management, and plant nutrition. 

 Of utmost importance is the understanding that low input systems need not lead to a 

decrease in yield; several comparisons reveal that smaller, low input systems are far more energy 

efficient than large, industrial, high input systems.  In fact, one comparison found that, although 

the yields of the two systems remain similar, high input systems in the United States can 

consume between 20 and 120 percent more energy than low input systems (Pretty 62).  Reducing 

energy use is one of the most valuable ways agriculture can reduce its contribution to global 

warming; each of the sustainable techniques outlined in this section attempts to do precisely this 

by requiring far fewer inputs than are conventionally used (Pretty 61).  In addition to lessening 

agriculture‘s role in exacerbating the climate crisis, the techniques ease the general 

environmental destruction caused by negligent conventional farming practices like those 

described in chapter two of this report. 

Pest Control and Management 

 Farmers must take measures to prevent against three primary types of pests: insects, 

weeds, and diseases, such as those caused by pathogenic fungi or bacteria.  While different types 

of pesticides can often accomplish these goals, they also present a plethora of problems, as 

discussed in the preceding section of the report.  These problems lead farmers to seek alternative 

methods of controlling pests that are more effective, less costly, and less destructive than 

pesticides.  It should be noted, however, that large-scale conventional farms provide, by their 

very definition, ideal circumstances for pests to flourish.  They are home to monocultures of 

densely planted, genetically uniform crops, they remain well-watered by irrigation systems, and 

they are extremely nutrient-rich.  These conditions together create a prime environment within 

which a wide variety of pests can thrive (Pretty 97).  Large-scale conventional farms are in 

opposition to natural ecosystems that are home to much diversity; the principles that govern the 

regulation of pests in ecosystems, such as competition over available resources, are absent from 

the industrial-type environment of a massive conventional agriculture operation. 

 To combat pests, sustainable farms rely less on costly inputs like pesticides and instead 

rely more heavily on carefully planned cultural techniques and ecological interactions.  In 

addition, sustainable agriculture operates with an understanding of the importance of growing a 

diversity of crops.  Growing enormous monocultures of one crop defies ecological principles and 
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greatly increases the risk of the entire crop being destroyed by a plant pathogen.  In place of this 

monoculture practice, sustainable farms grow in polyculture, planting a wide variety of crops to 

hedge the risk of losing an entire crop to disease.   

 Additionally, sustainable farmers often practice companion planting, which involves 

planting certain crops near one another to take advantage of the favorable interactions between 

the plants and the insects they attract.  Certain flowers planted around or throughout crops can 

also aid in attracting certain insects away from plants.  These practices require a knowledge of 

different types of pests, host plants, and their interactions; in this way, sustainable methods of 

pest control and management are information-intensive rather than energy-intensive (Hatfield 

and Karlen 160). 

 Another effective method of pest control used by sustainable farmers is crop rotation.  

This involves planting crops in different patches of land each year to avoid infection by any plant 

pathogens that can live dormant in soils until the next planting occurs.  A host-specific pathogen 

that inhabits a certain area of soil cannot infect a new, different crop that gets planted in that soil.  

Annual crop rotation generally causes host-specific pathogens to die off in the soil before their 

host plants once again occupy their soil.  In addition, crop rotation tends to decrease weed 

populations in fields (Hatfield and Karlen 168).   

 A method called integrated pest management (IPM) is used by most sustainable farmers 

who recognize the greater effectiveness of using several approaches to combat pests (Pretty 97).  

Rather than relying solely on environmentally and financially costly pesticide applications, IPM 

involves attacking pest problems from many angles, thereby reducing the number of necessary 

inputs produced by fossil fuels.  Additionally, adopting IPM practices leads farmers to maintain 

or increase crop yields and subsequently maintain or increase overall profits (Pretty 99).  

Soil Conservation and Management 

 Retaining high soil quality is an essential component of a successful agriculture.  Despite 

this undisputed understanding, large-scale conventional agricultural practices often lead to 

irreversible erosion of the soil, as discussed in the previous section of the report.  This erosion is 

a result of conventional tilling methods and the failure to take other measures to prevent erosion.  

There are various methods that sustainable farmers utilize to keep the soil intact. 

 The first of these includes conservation tillage instead of conventional tillage.  This type 

of tillage disturbs the surface of fields as minimally as possible, thereby reducing the possibility 
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of soil being blown or washed away.  Additionally, many sustainable farmers practice no-till 

agriculture which, as its name implies, involves no turning of the surface soil.  Another method 

of erosion prevention is called contouring, and it entails planting crops along contours 

perpendicular to water flow.  This improves infiltration of water and reduces the amount of run-

off of topsoil (Pretty 120). 

 Mulching is a very widely used method of preventing soil from being eroded, dried, or 

heated excessively by the sun (Pretty 122).  The mulch cover also may help to reduce soilborne 

diseases from splashing up and onto the lower leaves of the plant during heavy rains.  A variety 

of mediums can be used as mulch, the least costly of which may be plant residues from previous 

crops or perennial plants.  Another form of mulch is a non-degradable plastic covering that can 

be laid down around crops.  In the case of using a black plastic covering, light cannot penetrate 

and thus weeds cannot grow.  Other options for mulch could be common materials such as  

woodchips, newspaper, or cardboard. 

 A final method used frequently to achieve soil conservation is the planting of cover crops 

(Pretty 123).  These crops can be either intended or unintended for harvested, but they are 

planted after or interplanted with the main crop to prevent erosion of the soil.  The root system 

anchoring the plant in the soil guards against erosion that would otherwise occur from wind and 

water. 

 As described in the previous section of this report, well-kept fields have a large capacity 

for sequestering carbon from the atmosphere; however, these carbon sinks can hold only a 

limited amount of carbon.  Certain practices can greatly increase the carbon dioxide-storing 

capacity of plants and soils.  Some of these include the aforementioned crop rotation, 

conservation tillage, and use of cover crops (World Resources Institute 3).  These techniques, 

then, not only preserve the quality of the soil and reduce erosion, but they also hold the potential 

to increase agriculture‘s role in mitigating climate change.  

Plant Nutrition 

 The harvesting of plants necessarily removes large amounts of nutrients from the soil.  

These nutrients need to be replenished if more crops are to be grown successfully in the same 

soil.  As a result, conventional farmers have turned to the application of inorganic fertilizers to 

replace nutrients in the soil.  Because of the labor and time costs of frequent applications of 

smaller amounts of fertilizers, large-scale conventional farmers often opt to make fewer 
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applications of larger amounts.  This presents costs to the environment, and it also does not 

guarantee that plants will receive optimum nutrition.  An estimated 30-60% of applied nitrogen 

is lost in non-irrigated farming (Pretty 112). 

 Several methods can be used to maximize the efficiency and reduce the environmental 

impacts of using inorganic fertilizers.  Frequent applications of smaller amounts of synthetic 

fertilizers are clearly superior to one giant application, but these applications will take longer or 

require more labor to perform.  In addition, fertilizers that are made into foliar sprays increase 

absorption in the plant.  Finally, many fertilizers are coated with sulfur which gives them slow-

release properties.  As a result, plants are able to use the nutrients from fertilizers more fully and 

more efficiently, fewer applications are needed, and there is less run-off of fertilizer into streams, 

rivers, and groundwater (Pretty 112).  Another consideration to make with inorganic fertilizers is 

their costliness and their availability only in those industrialized nations with the resources to 

produce them.  Further, the energy-intensive process of producing synthetic fertilizers emits 

greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, contributing to climate change. 

 Far more sustainable methods of fertilizing soil are available than fossil fuel-based 

inorganic fertilizers.  The first is to use manure from livestock; this points to the importance of 

having both small-scale farms and diversity of life on those farms.  Manure from cows, pigs, and 

chickens are some of the common manures spread on crops of sustainable farms.  Manures can 

be incorporated into compost, which is a combination of animal manures, green material, and 

household wastes that decomposes into a nutrient-rich spread that can be added to crops.  A 

major benefit of using organic fertilizer like manure or compost instead of inorganic fertilizer is 

the reduced likelihood that the nutrients will run off the soil with rain or irrigation water 

(Schumann 325).  Also, compost adds organic matter back to the soil.  Compost aids in moisture 

retention of fields as well.  Finally, compost reduces or eliminates waste build-up on farms by 

using it as an input for another system.  In this way, compost decreases the amount of additional 

external inputs that are needed, reducing dependence on fossil fuel energy. 

 Another method of increasing fertility of soil is to use green manure.  In this process, 

legumes are planted in fields because of their nitrogen-fixing capacity and then ploughed under 

and into the soil before planting of the desired crop occurs (Pretty 114).  Green manures increase 

the nutrient content of the soil. 
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 An important point to make in the discussion of plant nutrition is that healthy plants in 

nutrient-rich soils are much less susceptible to pest invasions than are those plants with nutrient 

deficiencies.  Healthy plants will require fewer pest control inputs to keep them protected.  This 

simple understanding underlies the interrelated nature of sustainable farms.  Measures that are 

taken to increase soil fertility produce healthier plants, which may require less work in the way 

of pest management.  Also, as previously mentioned, nutrient-rich soils that remain intact have 

high capacities as carbon sinks and can thus remove and hold great amounts of carbon from the 

atmosphere (World Resources Institute 3). 

Sustainable Agriculture as a Holistic System 

 Sustainable agriculture embodies a type of holism in the way it operates.  The many 

sustainable practices discussed so far in this section represent different parts of the sustainable 

farm whole.  In fact, sustainable farms are often described as a part of a natural ecosystem in the 

way their parts interact.  In the factory-like model of large-scale, industrial, conventional farms, 

inputs are used to produce an output, and in the process, a stream of waste is also produced.  In 

contrast to this model, sustainable farms operate in cycles in which waste from one system 

becomes an input for another system (ATTRA 2).  In this way, the system remains balanced. 

 Sustainable agriculture depends more on a farmer‘s knowledge than does conventional 

agriculture, and it demands a greater attentiveness to the delicate patterns and interactions of the 

components of the farm.  Additionally, sustainable farming often involves more physical labor 

since by definition it attempts to eliminate as many fossil-fuel inputs as possible.  Another way 

of describing this shift of energy is to say sustainable agriculture favors local sources of energy 

over distant ones (Pretty 92).  Given these necessary conditions, it is far more feasible for 

sustainable methods to be carried out successfully on small farms instead of large ones. 

 Small-scale farming has implications beyond simply the environmental ones that this 

section has examined.  It also holds the possibility of providing many new green-collar jobs, 

which are jobs that relate in some way to protecting or bettering the environment. 

 In addition, there are enormous social benefits that can result from the implementation of 

sustainable farming, especially in urban areas.  Sustainable agriculture can be done in much 

smaller spaces than conventional agriculture necessitates, so such agriculture need not be limited 

to rural areas with large open spaces.  In fact, urban areas hold much potential for the 
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implementation of sustainable agriculture, and as is examined in the following discussion, for 

alleviating injustices related to food access imposed on many inner-city neighborhoods. 

Food Justice  

 While the ecological benefits of implementing sustainable methods of farming are clear, 

the enormously favorable social implications of such an agriculture system are also present.  

Sustainable agriculture is a means of fighting for justice in notoriously underserved 

communities, often central-city neighborhoods.  According to the Community Food Security 

Coalition and partners, over 35 million Americans – 12.4 million of which were children – 

suffered from food insecurity in 2005 (Community Food Security Coalition and Partners 2).  

Food insecure areas are also known as food deserts, areas without easy access to supermarkets or 

other sources of affordable, fresh, and healthy food.  Food deserts generally occur in low-income 

areas where residents may not have a means of transportation to travel miles away to the nearest 

grocery store.  Even if taking a bus or other form of public transit is possible, the process remains 

difficult as parents often need to bring children along and carry bulky bags of groceries long 

distances to get home.  As a result, residents living in food deserts tend to rely on the availability 

of highly processed foods from convenience stores and cheap fast food from restaurant chains, 

which commonly saturate the area.  With such a large concentration of unhealthy food providers, 

it comes as no surprise that food insecurity and obesity are frequently intertwined (Community 

Food Security Coalition and Partners 2). 

 As previously discussed, a fundamental understanding of sustainable agriculture 

mandates operation on a small scale.  It is unlikely that existing large-scale conventional farms 

will be able simply to ―convert‖ to sustainable farms; rather, a feasible option may be for large-

scale conventional farms to be divided into several smaller, separately-owned farms.  Included in 

this notion of small-scale sustainable agriculture is the possibility for urban agriculture.  While 

the provisions surrounding urban land use are discussed more thoroughly in a later section of this 

report, the current section addresses the implications and results as well as a successful model of 

such agriculture.  In this way, the issue of food justice is addressed from the standpoint and with 

the tools of urban sustainable agriculture. 

 Urban centers, especially those with high poverty rates, would benefit tremendously from 

the implementation of small sustainable farms or gardens in their communities.  While an initial 

idea of agriculture may not fit with the idea of an urban area, sustainable agriculture offers a new 
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vision for entwining the two unexpectedly compatible worlds.  The benefits of urban gardens and 

urban farms within low-income neighborhoods are many, and they all relate to a sense of 

restoring justice to the notoriously underserved communities in cities. 

Reasons for and Characteristics of Food Deserts 

 As previously stated, many urban and low-income neighborhoods are plagued by food 

insecurity; very few or no supermarkets remain in these areas.  To explain this shift of 

supermarkets out of inner-cities, the Community Food Security Coalition cites the ―complex 

market forces related to the increasing impoverishment of their clientele and the deterioration 

and depopulation of once vibrant communities‖ (Brown 7).  Convenience and corner stores that 

remain in inner-city areas may be the only source of food for residents in food deserts.  These 

stores sell primarily processed and packaged foods because of the low associated costs; 

processed and packaged goods have an extensive shelf life and no additional requirements for 

their sale.  Conversely, fresh fruits and vegetables require refrigeration systems with which most 

convenience stores are not equipped.  In addition, a store owner takes an enormous risk by 

buying fresh produce because of its likelihood of spoiling before being purchased by customers.  

If spoilage occurs, it does so at a hefty cost to the store owner.  Additionally, convenience stores 

and any remaining inner-city supermarkets generally sell food, even basic items, at a higher price 

than is charged at supermarkets in higher-income neighborhoods (Brown 7). 

 To combat these complex reasons for the occurrence of food deserts is a difficult task that 

will ultimately require systematic policy changes.  Yet other ways of battling food injustice are 

possible.  The remainder of this section of the report proposes urban sustainable agriculture as 

the mechanism by which residents of food deserts can reclaim not only access to fresh, healthy, 

and affordable food, but also a renewed sense of connectedness and pride in their community.  

The section concludes with an example of the proposed urban agriculture undertakings.  Because 

this report is addressing Southeastern Wisconsin in specific, the model described is one located 

in the most urban area of the region of interest: the heart of Milwaukee.  

Feasibility of Sustainable Agriculture in Urban Areas 

 Sustainable agriculture can thrive in urban areas and is, in fact, very well suited to do so 

for a variety of reasons.  As previously discussed in this section of the report, sustainable 

techniques of farming are generally characterized by a low level of necessary external inputs.  

This fact is especially important when considering the financial burdens many residents of low-
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income neighborhoods face on a day-to-day basis.  In addition, the limited or non-use of inputs 

like synthetic fertilizers or pesticides greatly reduces the risk of any adverse consequences that 

might otherwise occur, such as contamination of drinking water.  Regarding the use of compost 

to fertilize crops, urban sustainable farms allow for easy transportation and spreading as 

compared with a similar operation on a large-scale farm.  Urban farms centered within 

communities are nearby and easily accessible, two qualities that are entirely absent from the 

relationship between urban consumers and large-scale farms as they currently exist.  Because 

sustainable farms require more attention and tending in order for their techniques to be 

successful, a small-scale urban farm presents a perfectly sized operation.  A community farm 

bound inevitably by surrounding lots is limited to a size that allows for necessary careful 

nurturing.  

Role of Sustainable Agriculture in Urban Areas 

 The most primary role of sustainable agriculture in urban areas is to be a provider of 

fresh, healthy, and free (or easily affordable) food.  To have this essential resource available has 

implications beyond simply satisfying hunger.  Easily accessible healthy food has the potential to 

become a much larger portion of the low-income individual‘s diet that is likely otherwise based 

on high-fat and high-sodium foods.  Studies increasingly indicate that fruit and vegetable intake 

is higher among gardeners than among non-gardeners (Bellows, Brown, and Smit 3).  This shift 

in diet is a welcome change for low-income individuals whose health is likely to be plagued by 

chronic diseases directly related to diet and lifestyle such as heart disease, cancer, stoke, 

diabetes, and Alzheimer‘s disease; adequate fruit and vegetable intake is related to a reduced risk 

of these chronic diseases (Casey). 

 Having access to or being partially responsible for a neighborhood garden also greatly 

increases a community‘s sense of food security; that is, residents who know they can depend on 

the garden for a significant portion of their food will feel less anxiety and powerlessness over 

where their food is coming from and if they will be able to access it. 

 Urban sustainable agriculture produces food for the residents of the urban area; it 

generally does not grow food with the intention of competing in the globalized food system.  

Thus, food grown in urban farms or gardens likely stays in that community.  Transportation may 

involve a local truck drive, if that, but it certainly does not require the same packaging and 

refrigeration costs of a large-scale conventional farm.  As previously discussed, the agricultural 
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sector produces immense amounts of greenhouse gases, a large portion of which result from 

transportation and packaging emissions.  Because of their local nature, then, urban sustainable 

farms eliminate the necessity for enormous contributions to global warming in the form of 

greenhouse gas emissions from long-distance transportation. 

 Finally, sustainable agriculture in urban areas can foster a sense of community in 

neighborhoods whose residents may be disconnected from one another or lack a sense of 

collective pride in the area.  Neighborhood gardens bring together neighbors, some of whom may 

have never before met one another.  Shared gardens also represent a collaborative project in 

which residents can participate.  This joint project encourages a sense of pride among residents 

that their neighborhood is united and working together for something good.  Additionally, the 

fresh fruits and vegetables grown in community gardens give residents opportunities to share 

different recipes and the stories that go along with them; shared meals may also become more 

frequent.  Finally, an urban sustainable farm presents a chance for neighborhood youth to get 

involved with a new sort of endeavor.  Giving children and young adults the opportunity to grow 

food is a hands-on learning experience that informs them about the connection between the earth 

and the food on their plates, something about which they may otherwise not be taught.  Urban 

gardening pursuits and projects lie in the same vein as afterschool programs in the way they 

provide positive and constructive activities for at-risk youth who may otherwise participate in 

antisocial behaviors.   

 Most of the roles sustainable agriculture can play in urban areas involve the formation of 

relationships.  Urban gardens represent common places within neighborhoods where residents 

can commune, meet, talk, and share stories and ideas.  These positive interactions contribute to 

the construction of successful and healthy communities.  Residents who trust one another may be 

more likely to share resources and support one another.  Likewise, residents who feel a sense of 

pride in their community may be more likely to expect safe streets and respectful businesses and 

also to organize their neighbors behind these causes.  Several studies have positively correlated 

vegetable gardens in inner-city neighborhoods with a decrease in crime, trash dumping, juvenile 

delinquency, fires, violent deaths, and mental illness (Bellows, Brown, and Smit 8).  Urban 

sustainable agriculture can be the catalyst for these positive shifts in inner-city neighborhoods.  

The following section describes an example of successful urban sustainable agriculture in 

Milwaukee; this example is an exemplary model of just how effective such a project can be. 
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A Local Model of Urban Sustainable Agriculture 

 Growing Power is a non-profit organization that models precisely what a well-developed 

urban sustainable farm can be.  Its overall vision is stated as ―inspiring communities to build 

sustainable food systems that are equitable and ecologically sound, creating a just world, one 

food-secure community at a time‖ (Growing Power).  Growing Power is located in the heart of 

urban Milwaukee in an area historically underserved by grocery stores or other fresh food 

sources.  The non-profit organization focuses itself around creating community food centers, 

which it defines as ―local places where people can learn sustainable practices to grow, process, 

market, and distribute food‖ (Growing Power).  The Growing Power headquarters in Milwaukee 

serves as a model of an organized, well-functioning community food center. 

 Growing Power‘s operations are situated on a two-acre lot; within this relatively small 

area, a variety of projects are being undertaken.  They include six greenhouses growing over 

12,000 pots of herbs, salad mix, other greens, and sprouts.  The greenhouses are also home to six 

hydroponic systems which grow Tilapia and Perch as well as other salad greens.  Finally, the 

greenhouses contain over 50 bins of red wriggler worms for composting.  Growing Power also 

contains an aquaponics hoop house for raising fish and growing additional salad greens; 

aquaponics refers to a process that grows both crops and fish in an extremely efficient re-

circulating system.  In addition to the above, three hoop houses that can maintain warmer 

temperatures than the outside temperatures are devoted entirely to growing a mixture of salad 

greens.   

 Next, Growing Power has a hoop house devoted to being a worm depository; the 

organization takes full advantage of worms‘ ability to break down organic matter into a rich, 

organic fertilizer which is then spread on crops.  In the back corner of the lot is an apiary with 

five beehives from which honey can be harvested; each of the five hives produces 150 pounds of 

honey each year.  Three poultry hoop houses are home to laying hens and ducks, while outdoor 

pens house goats, rabbits, and turkeys.  A large area of land is devoted to a complex composting 

operation, and an anaerobic digester produces energy from the farm‘s food waste.  Finally, a 

small store in the front of the lot sells meat, produce, worm castings, and compost that have all 

been produced on the lot (Growing Power).  Below, see a diagram of Growing Power‘s layout: 
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A design such as this demonstrates the way sustainable agriculture can be especially suited to 

urban areas that may initially be described as too crowded or cramped.  That such a wide variety 

of food operations, projects, systems, and programs can co-exist in such a small area offers hope 

for food deserts.   

 An additional component of Growing Power‘s operations include a Farm-to-City Market 

Basket Program through which neighborhoods in Milwaukee can obtain weekly deliveries of 

fresh and affordable produce throughout the entire year.  During the growing season in 

Wisconsin, most the produce in the Market Baskets is grown locally, while winter Market 

Baskets are composed of more easily stored vegetables like potatoes and onions as well as 

produce from a group of small family farms across the nation called the Rainbow Farmer‘s 

Cooperative. 
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 This section of the report proposes that Growing Power be used as an exceptional model 

of the potential of urban sustainable agriculture.  Whether other neighborhoods replicate this 

complex prototype exactly or instead implement single units of it – for example, just one 

greenhouse – depends on the needs and available resources of each community. 

Conclusion 

This section of the overall report offers solutions for two seemingly distinct problems, yet 

its proposal suggests the two problems are actually thoroughly interconnected.  Large-scale 

conventional agriculture relies on unsustainable methods of growing and production that degrade 

the environment, while at the same time expelling enormous amounts of greenhouse gases into 

the atmosphere.  Conventional agriculture, then, is a major contributor to climate change, the 

dangers and severity of which are echoed throughout this entire report. 

 At the same time, too many communities lack access to healthy and affordable food, a 

human right whose availability should not be compromised because of the income level of an 

individual or a family.  Neighborhoods subject to food insecurity are often overlooked by 

businesses and policy makers, and as a result, residents must subsist on what cheap, low-quality 

food is available.  All too often, these foods are heavily processed and low in nutrients. 

 These concurrent problems converge at the potential of sustainable agriculture.  Growing 

food in a way that does not irreversibly damage the environment and change the climate is not 

only the most responsible shift that can be made, but it is also an absolutely essential one.  

Mitigating further climate change becomes a primary duty of the sector that plays such a 

significant role in causing it.  A simultaneous duty of humanity in general is to mitigate the 

plights of our fellow humans–in this case, the inaccessibility of healthy food. 

 Conveniently, the solutions to these two problems go hand-in-hand.  Sustainable 

agriculture is the inevitable shift that agriculture must take in years to come if enough food for 

the increasing human population is continued to be grown.  At the same time, sustainable 

agriculture methods are a certain way of decreasing the greenhouse gases historically emitted in 

agricultural production.  These two biological results of sustainable techniques are absolutely 

necessary given the current state of the environment and the ominous direction in which it is 

moving.  Sustainable agriculture also holds many possibilities for alleviating the injustices 

imposed on food deserts.  These frequently urban areas often have a plethora of small spaces that 

are ideal locations for sustainable gardens.  Growing food sustainably in neighborhoods presents 
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a way to increase the food security of communities while at the same time revitalizing the pride, 

safety, beauty, and livelihood of these areas. 

 Chapter four of this report takes the topic of urban agriculture one step further to examine 

the infrastructure necessary for implementing urban farms and other green areas.  Additionally, it 

explores the different types of urban agriculture that can be put into practice and the real effects 

of these projects on climate change and its mitigation.   
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Chapter 4 

MITIGATING CLIMATE CHANGE  

THROUGH THE POTENTIAL OF SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE 

―Eaters must understand, that eating takes place inescapably in the world,  

that it is inescapably an agricultural act, and that how we eat determines,  

to a considerable extent, how the world is used.” 

Wendell Berry 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to suggest different methods in which sustainable urban 

agriculture can be established in Southeastern Wisconsin in order to help mitigate the problems 

faced by anthropogenically forced climate change.  Also, this chapter provides examples of 

methods of agriculture that either have been used in the past or are still being used today that 

provide a sustainable way of producing food and eating locally. As mentioned in the previous 

chapter, sustainable agriculture can take place in urban areas; therefore, it is not just the farmer‘s 

task to live sustainably and help mitigate the anthropogenic forcing of climate change.  Every 

person is responsible for doing whatever is possible to help live more sustainably.  What better 

place to start doing so than by a task that is done on a daily basis–though our food.  In this 

chapter, small scale farming and residential farming in urban environments are discussed 

followed by the environmental benefits achieved through acquiring food in a more local and 

sustainable way. 

Sustainable urban agriculture is an important topic to be addressed for the mitigation of 

anthropogenic forcing of climate change because a great percentage of the carbon emissions 

produced in the large scale agricultural system come from transportation and packaging of these 

goods.  When food is grown locally and organically, the amount of emissions generated per item 

of food consumed is greatly diminished.  A discussion of methods of sustainable urban 

agriculture is necessary when arguing for the mitigation of anthropogenic forcing of climate 

change because of the fundamental connection between the ways humans consume food in 

today‘s world and its contribution to carbon emissions which in turn are causing global warming.  

Conclusions in this chapter are based on the following assumptions: The earth‘s climate is 

changing and this change is caused in large part by anthropogenic forcing, and the practice of 

sustainable urban agriculture can lessen the anthropogenic forcing of climate change.  These 

assumptive conclusions will be more explicitly supported and reasoned throughout this chapter. 
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Effects of Urban Agriculture 

Large scale agriculture causes many adverse effects on the earth‘s atmosphere due to its 

high emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O).  These 

emissions are responsible for 10% of the total emissions in the United States.  The urban 

agriculture movement proposes convenient solutions to decrease the carbon emissions due to the 

inherent issues in the current agricultural system previously discussed in Chapter 2.  This 

movement in urban areas is aimed not only at mitigating anthropogenic forcing of climate 

change and emission problems, but also to solve some of the social injustices which many people 

face, especially those who live in food deserts, under the current system of food distribution as 

discussed in Chapter 3.  Food availability will be greater for people in the urban environment 

where there usually are very little options of food.  Also, as discussed in Chapter 6, the local 

economy can benefit from the reduction in food cost due to the decrease in transportation and 

increased availability of more fresh foods.  Additionally, the availability of local ―green collar 

jobs‖ for members of the community will be increased as discussed in Chapter 3 and the 

accessibility of healthier foods for the people participating in local agriculture programs will 

become more abundant.  When investigating the potential of urban farming and gardening to 

produce food, there are certain benefits that the environment will enjoy due to this transition.  

These will be ways in which by bringing food justice to the urban environment the 

anthropogenic forcing of climate change will also be mitigated.  These benefits have been 

classified in three categories in order to further discuss them:  Firstly, the reduction of carbon 

emissions due to decrease in food transportation; secondly, the increase in greenery in the urban 

area which will mitigate the heat island effect; and finally, the greenery that will control the 

pollution caused by storm water runoff.  

Emission Reduction Due to Transportation Reduction 

 The first and most drastic reduction in carbon emissions would result from decreasing the 

transportation of food across the nation.  Currently, food travels an average of 1,500 miles (Food, 

Fuel, and Freeways, 5) in order to reach consumers.  Large scale farms that are much dispersed 

through the nation require an extensive transportation of food, averaging 7 to 14 days from the 

time it leaves the farm until it reaches supermarkets or stores (Transportation and Food: The 

Importance of Access).  Not only is the long term transportation causing high fossil fuel 

emissions; the food must be packaged and refrigerated in order to keep from spoiling.  However, 
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often, although often this processes are not enough to keep the food fresh.  The packaging, 

transportation and marketing of food accounts for 90% of the fossil fuel energy used in the 

world‘s food system, the other 10% of the energy is used in the actual food production (Food 

Routes Network).  Almost 50% of the fresh produce sent to stores cannot be sold because it is 

spoiled by the time it arrives (Urban Agriculture and Community Food Security in the United 

States: Farming from the City Center to the Urban Fringe, 4). Most produce in supermarkets and 

stores are chosen due to their ability to withstand industrial harvesting equipment and extended 

travel, not for their taste or nutritional value.   

 By shifting from large scale farms to local farms either in the urban setting or in the 

outskirts of cities, the carbon footprint caused by transporting food long distances will be 

reduced drastically due to the shorter distances that the food will need to travel in order to reach 

the consumer.  Also, by purchasing food from local farmers, the food is provided in a more 

natural way that does not involve much packaging, therefore not only would the emissions 

directly from transportation be diminished but also from manufacturing and packaging of the 

food.  If every citizen in the United States decided to eat one meal a week composed of locally 

and organically raised meats and produce, the country‘s oil consumption would reduce by over 

1.1 million barrels of oil per week (Hopp, 5).   

Increasing Greenery to Reduce Heat Island Effect 

 Creating food farms and gardens in urbanized areas will increase the greenery of the 

region.  Increasing greenery is aesthetically pleasing to the community and reduces the heat 

island effect that is caused by the lack of plant life in many urban settings.  This effect occurs 

when urbanized areas experience warmer temperatures than nearby rural areas due to the 

abundance of high heat absorbance materials, like concrete and asphalt used for construction.  

For example, a city with a population of about one million people can experience a 5.4ºF higher 

temperature than its rural surroundings due to heat island effect and during evening the 

temperature difference can be up to 22 ºF (US EPA).  Therefore, urban farms or gardens would 

not only be serving a social purpose of food security and availability within a community; they 

would also have a positive effect on the problems caused by anthropogenic forcing of climate 

change.  These urban farms and gardens would help maintain the biodiversity of the area, which 

many times is compromised due to urbanization and help protect creatures that are sensitive to 

temperature changes in their environment.   
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 These gardens would also help mitigate one of the biggest air pollutants in the United 

States, smog.  Smog, which is a name given to the combination of smoke and fog is a type of air 

pollutant that is most commonly originated from car emissions and emissions from coal burning 

factories, but can also be generated by nitrogen oxides (NOx) which are man made chemicals 

such as pesticides.  Smog is produced faster at higher temperatures; the lowering of heat island 

effect would help reduce the smog in the atmosphere, and give a better air quality to the region.  

Not only would the lower temperatures help the local ecosystems but the lack of smog itself 

would be a benefit to human and plant health as well.  Due to smog many humans experience 

larger threat to viral and bacterial infections in their respiratory airways, specially asthmatics, 

children and elderly due to their already susceptible respiratory system.  Also, some VOCs 

(Volatile Organic Compounds) that are found in smog were found to be carcinogenic which 

means that it is an agent directly involved in the promotion of cancer or in the facilitation of its 

propagation, which also increases the dangers of having these gases in the air that we breath.   

Adding a Green Roof and Managing Storm Water Runoff 

 Farms and gardens in the city need to be implemented in empty plots within cities and in 

the surroundings in order to cause their effect.  Farms and gardens can also be created on the 

rooftops of houses, residential buildings, commercial and industrial buildings.  This technology 

is more commonly known as green roofs.  They reduce the heat island effect caused by regular 

concrete or shingled rooftops and provide a local food source without having to expand on a 

building‘s existing footprint, which is the buildings developed area.  Therefore, if a building is in 

tight constraints, as many are in urban areas, the garden would not need any additional land, but 

on the other hand it would be in the already pre-developed land.  Also, green roofs serve as an 

effective insulation, which is helpful in areas like Southeastern Wisconsin both for its warm 

summers and its very cold winters.  Green roofs are excellent inversions because they help 

maintain a constant temperature in the building by keeping cooler temperatures when warm and 

insulating from the cold when temperatures begin to drop.  Green roofs can reduce the heat load 

in the floor right underneath it by 25% and reduce the cooling load by 50% (Weston Solutions).  

This decrease in heating and cooling loads of energy in a home/building help mitigate climate 

change by decreasing the amount of fossil fuels burned by power plants, which in Southeastern 

Wisconsin most of the electricity production is from burning coal.  Finally, green roofs are great 

form of storm water management by reducing the expanse of  impervious surfaces that cause 
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runoff pollution where storm and sanitary sewers are separate and overflows into Lake Michigan 

where there is only a combined sewer system (usually in older parts of cities, like Downtown 

Milwaukee have combined sewer systems).  The problem with having too many impervious 

surfaces is that water is not allowed to follow its natural course of being permeated through the 

soil and refill the underground water reservoirs and in that way reach rivers and streams.  

Usually water in impervious surfaces picks up pollutants such as gasoline from cars, salt from 

roads, fertilizers from home gardens among other things and gets discharged into lakes, rivers 

and streams without even having the opportunity to get filtered through plants and causing great 

amounts of pollutants in the water.   

 Green roofs are not the only way to reduce the storm water pollution.  Creating small 

scale farms in abandoned plots or in parks in and around the city reduces the expansion of 

impervious grounds and facilitates a better storm water control plan for the city.  By adding 

plants that absorb water when rain events occur, diminishes water flowing continuously and 

causing floods.  In order to reduce the cost of irrigation for these small scale farms, different 

sustainable approaches can be taken that would not only help the community in their farming 

efforts but also help the storm water problems that affect Lake Michigan.  These sustainable 

approaches include acquiring rain barrels and cisterns to collect rain water that could later be 

used for irrigation.   

 Also, retention ponds, also known as retention basins, can be created where enough area 

is allotted in order to manage storm water and collect rain water for irrigation.  Retention ponds 

are used to manage storm water runoff to prevent flooding and downstream erosion, and improve 

water quality in adjacent river, stream or lakes.  They are essentially an artificial lake with 

vegetation around the perimeter, and include a permanent pool of water in its design.  Piping can 

be added to the design in order to distribute water from this basin to small farms or gardens that 

need irrigation.  

New sustainable technology can also be implemented, including the usage of grey water 

which is untreated household water which has not come into contact with toilet or food waste 

from garbage disposals (for example, used water from bathtubs, showers, bathroom wash basins) 

could be used to irrigate small farms located in household property or non-residential  property.  

The use of grey water or any of the previously mentioned systems of water collection also reduce 

the amount of water used from water treatment plants for irrigation purposes which in turn 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stormwater
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_runoff
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flood
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erosion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_quality
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reduces the amount of electric energy needed to process it.  This consumption can amount to 

very large quantities, for example according to David Lewis, Superintendant of the Kenosha 

Waster Utility, the Kenosha Water Utility Plant has on average a $35,000 per month electric bill  

due to the high energy consumption equipment needed to clean the water. When considering that 

60% of clean water is used for irrigation purposes (USGS) these numbers seem to become very 

substantial.  These approaches to irrigation not only reduce and reuse the water consumption; 

they also help reduce carbon emissions due to water treatment and wastewater treatment energy 

utilization.  This is also a way in which to cope with the already seen effects of climate change.  

It is not only a way to help mitigate climate change but it also adapts human kind to the new type 

of world that we are living in, a world were although Southeastern Wisconsin is very fortunate to 

have such a reliable source of fresh water like Lake Michigan, the need to be conscious of the 

surrounding areas and the need to not abuse of our fresh water resources is required.  

 These techniques will highly increase the opportunities for urban agriculture to be 

adapted in Southeastern, Wisconsin, provide a more reliable source of food for people in urban 

sectors, and reduce carbon emissions due to the effects of large scale agriculture like discussed in 

Chapter 1 and help mitigate the issues that society is currently facing due to anthropogenic 

forced climate change.   

Urban Agriculture in Southeastern Wisconsin 

 Three main types of urban agriculture will be discussed in this section, backyard farming, 

community farming and commercial farming.  Each of these types of farming serves different 

core purpose but any particular farm may serve more than one purpose.  It is not to say that one 

is more beneficial than the other, it just depends on the circumstances and the needs of that 

particular community.  In order to implement any of these in a community an initial cost will be 

accrued, but the revenue and the benefits that come from any one method will make up for the 

initial cost of the implementation.  In Southeastern Wisconsin, all three of these types of farms 

have been and are being implemented to a certain extent.  Several different organizations have 

already begun trying to influence a change in culture and a change in the way Wisconsinites 

receive their food.  The word ―just‖ needs to be spread out and people need to be educated in the 

options that there exists for a more sustainable and healthy way of eating that is not only good 

for the body but also good for the environment.   
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Backyard Farming 

―Backyard farming‖ is the typical household growing seasonal fruits and vegetables as a 

hobby for the season for some and for others to create a secure and sustainable way to obtain the 

food they consume.  This is a good place to start increasing urban agriculture that is inexpensive 

and convenient.  Just like it was done during World War II, when the United States government 

asked its citizens to plant gardens that where known as ―Victory Gardens‖ in order to support the 

war effort, these efforts could be repeated in order to support the efforts of combating 

anthropogenic forced climate change.  Planting a Victory Garden to fight climate change would 

reduce the amount of pollution food contributes to global warming. Instead of traveling many 

miles from farm to table, the food would travel only from the garden to dining table.  Over 20 

million gardens were planted during World War II and it is estimated that roughly 10 million 

tons of fresh produce were produced in these gardens.   

The first thing that needs to be considered is the location of the garden.  The area need 

not be large and need not to be constrained to only backyards or gardens; decks, balconies and 

rooftops can also serve as a location to begin growing food in pots or containers.  After a place 

has been decided, the types of produce that will be grown need to be considered as well as how 

they are going to be irrigated and fertilized.  Southeastern Wisconsin is fortunate to have the 

ability to grow many fruits and vegetables in the region.  Asparagus, tomatoes, potatoes, 

strawberries, squash, lettuce, sweet corn, cherries, cranberries and cucumbers are just a few of 

many fruits and vegetables that can be grown in the region.  Harvest season in Wisconsin goes 

from May until October and for the winter many techniques of canning and preserving fruits and 

vegetables can be used in order to save food for the remainder of the year.   

  In order to maintain growing food sustainably and inexpensively an irrigation process 

would need to be implemented that does not utilize treated water.  One promising method is 

using rain barrels.  Rain barrels are sold by the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District 

(MMSD) and are reused fifty five gallon drums that are usually connected to the downspout of a 

house to collect rainwater from the roof.  These drums are recycled from manufacturing 

companies around the greater Milwaukee area that receive shipments in these types of 

containers.  The water collected in the rain barrels can be used for irrigation purposes without 

causing an additional charge to the water utility, which in turn reduces fossil fuel emissions as 

mentioned before.  Also the use of rain barrels is virtually free water so there are no payments 
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that are needed from this system.  Their use also helps control the non-point source pollution that 

is currently affecting Lake Michigan, reduces carbon emissions for water utility plants and reuses 

plastics that would have been discarded either by being sent to landfill or recycled. 

Another way that the garden can be kept more sustainable and also help decrease its cost 

is by creating your own compost as it was discussed in Chapter 3.  Home grown foods not only 

are an economic help to a household.  They also offer food security and help mitigate carbon 

emissions caused by large scale agriculture and the transportation of the food.  If sustainable 

techniques are used to grow the foods as it has been mentioned then there would also be a 

positive effect caused in nature by going back to how the Earth was intended to be treated, 

organically and sustainably.   

Community Farms 

Larger plots of agricultural land that are shared among different families from a 

community are more commonly known as community farms.  Depending on the location they 

can range from being located at the inner city on empty or abandoned plots, to location in the 

suburbs where a plot of land is designated for a certain community.  Most commonly community 

gardens grow food that will be used for the family and friends of the gardeners.  Sometimes these 

plots are used to grow food for sale by a community.  The food is taken to local markets, this 

bring a local source of healthy food to the community, stimulates the local economy, and 

generates income for the families working on the gardens.  Finally other plots are used 

specifically to give the products grown to people who are in a desperate need for healthy food.  

This is what is happening already in Southeastern Wisconsin with the Field of Dreams project, 

where volunteers have raised over 45 tons of food for local food pantries and kitchens (Urban 

Agriculture and Community Food Security in the United States: Farming from the City Center to 

the Urban Fringe, 14).  The Field of Dreams project is one of the Community Garden programs 

that remain in Southeastern Wisconsin, since many community gardens have been eliminated in 

order to create new developments.  Organizations like Milwaukee Urban Garden, a non-profit 

organization acquire and preserve land and partners with neighborhood residents to develop and 

maintain community gardens that enhance the quality of life of the members of the community.  

They offer plots of land that could be used for agriculture in inner city locations and programs 

for the community to learn techniques of farming and growing their own food.   
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Another program that is offered in Southeastern Wisconsin is the Community Supported 

Agriculture more commonly known as the CSA.  In a CSA, people can become a member of a 

local farm by purchasing a ―share‖ in that farm.  In return, they receive weekly deliveries of 

fresh produce throughout the growing season, typically from late May to November.  This 

economic arrangement benefits farmers because they have improved cash flow in the beginning 

of the year.  It also guarantees a market for their products. These arrangement benefits members 

of the CSA because they receive fresh product, usually chemical free or certified organic, 

delivered conveniently to a drop site nearby. Many farms offer not just fruits and vegetables but 

also eggs, dairy and free range meats.  This arrangement benefits the entire community by 

keeping local farms and jobs viable and securing a healthy food supply.   

Abandoned plots, nearby parks and recreational areas are great places to locate 

community farms.  They help the aesthetic appeal of the area and increase the biodiversity in 

urban regions.  Community farms also give a sense of ownership and satisfaction to the members 

of the community to know that the food they consume can be produced on their own.  These 

plots of land increase the ability of growing a wider variety of crops and help mitigate the 

negative impact of food transportation to markets by having the food grow in a nearby location 

to where it will be consumed.  Community farms also reduce storm water runoff from the urban 

center by reducing the impervious area which also helps mitigate the heat island effect.  They 

truly become a sustainable source of agriculture, which not only is helping to resolve economic 

and social issues but it also helps mitigate major environmental problems that are caused by the 

conventional, large scale agriculture.   

Commercial Farms 

Many urban agricultural operations operate on fewer than 25 acres. By selling direct 

market through farmer markets and co-ops, urban farmers address some of the problems of inner 

city residents‘ access to food and increase the amount of the food dollar going into their own 

pocket, then spent in the region.  Farmers‘ markets which are the most commonly known source 

of local fresh food are very abundant in Southeastern Wisconsin throughout the growing season 

with dozen of markets to attend.  According to the USDA, the number of farmers‘ markets has 

increased almost 50% since 1994.  Farmer markets allow farmers to pick produce at the peak of 

flavor, preserve the nutritional content of fresh produce, and since locally-grown produce does 

not travel as far to get to your table, the difference in mileage saves fossil fuels which in turn 
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help mitigate the anthropogenic forcing of climate change.  Therefore they not only help by 

producing a local source of income to farmers but also they benefit consumers whom are secured 

a healthier, fresher and more sustainable product.  

Food cooperatives are worker or customer owned businesses that provide grocery items 

of the highest quality and best value to their members. Co-ops can take the shape of retail stores 

or buying clubs. All food co-ops are committed to consumer education, product quality, and 

member control, and usually support their local communities by selling produce grown locally 

by family farms.  The Southeastern Wisconsin region also has a co-op that offers fresh organic 

and local produce.  Outpost Natural Foods is a community owned business that, as all other co-

ops in the nation, functions on seven internationally recognized principles. These are, self-help, 

self-responsibility, democracy, equality, equity, solidarity, honesty, openness, social 

responsibility and caring for others (http://www.outpostnaturalfoods.coop/history.html).  With 

these principles in mind it is obvious why co-ops are a sustainable and just place to purchase 

food.   

Conclusion 

 As seen in this chapter, there are many benefits to urban agriculture, not only in the social 

justice aspect as discussed in Chapter 3, but also in the environmental and sustainable piece.  By 

using certain techniques of implementation of small scale farms and gardens in urban areas, food 

security can be offered while at the same time mitigating some of the major problems that are 

currently being faced due to anthropogenic forcing of climate change, especially in the 

agriculture field.  As it was seen in this portion of the report there are several options in order to 

initiate the practice of urban agriculture.  These options bring a complete sustainable way of 

acquiring food encompassing all three aspects of sustainability.  In the following chapter it will 

be presented on how the use of land can also help mitigate the anthropogenic forcing of climate 

change and how the usage of urban lands for agriculture reduces the use of undeveloped lands 

that need to be developed.  This reduction in developed lands will help reduce the carbon 

emissions which will be explained further and in more detail in the following chapter.  
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Chapter 5 

LAND USE IN SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN AND ITS FUNCTIONS AS BOTH 

CONTRIBUTOR TO AND MITIGATOR OF CLIMATE CHANGE 

“If a man owns land, the land owns him.” 

Ralph Waldo Emerson 

This chapter is produced with the intent of systematically examining land use in 

Southeastern Wisconsin and to present the ways in which land use practices can contribute to 

and correct anthropogenic forcing of climate change. Additionally, this chapter intends to offer 

suggestions for the mitigation of anthropogenic forcing of climate change through a continuation 

or correction of current land use practices.  

A discussion of land use is necessary in the argument for the mitigation of anthropogenic 

forcing of climate change because of the causal relationship between the way humans interact 

with and use the earth‘s land and the way humans contribute to a global warming. A recognition 

and increased awareness of this relationship could result in a reassessment and redirection of 

land use practices in Southeastern Wisconsin in such a way that these practices could contribute 

to the mitigation of climate change.  

Research was primarily conducted for this chapter using resources presented by the 

Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (SEWRPC), the World Resources 

Institute (WRI), and the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS). Additional resources were 

consulted as necessary, and are cited when appropriate throughout.  

The conclusions in this chapter are based on three assumptions: 1) The earth‘s climate is 

changing, and this change is caused in large part by anthropogenic forcing; 2) land use practices 

can contribute to and correct anthropogenic forcing of climate change; and 3) suggestions 

regarding land use practices could be a potentially affective measure in the mitigation of 

anthropogenic forcing of climate change. These assumptive conclusions will be further supported 

and reasoned throughout this chapter. 

This chapter moves to address these assumptive conclusions and to clearly delineate 

between land use practices in Southeastern Wisconsin. We offer suggestions specific to each 

type of land use relative to planning procedures already in place, and potential planning 

procedures available and applicable to each area.  
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Affective Quality of Suggestions 

The suggestions we posit are made for the purpose of creating fundamental and dynamic 

changes to the way land is used in Southeastern Wisconsin so as to positively affect the way we 

mitigate climate change.  Since the entirety of this report outlines and details problems 

contributing to climate change and offers suggestions for the corrections of these problems, we 

assume the role of this report to be both effective as an informational tool, and affective as an 

agent of change. 

 This chapter provides necessary information to expose the detrimental effects land use 

can have on a climate struggling to remain stable. This information supports, grounds, and 

informs our useful suggestions for the adaptation of land use, thus tending toward a system of 

policies and practices working to mitigate climate change.  

The Relationship between Land Use and Climate Change 

Land use can be and is an important infrastructural contributor to the anthropogenic 

forcing of climate change. Land use refers to the ways in which humans use the land and can be 

categorized in various ways. We use SEWRPC‘s categories for land use description. In 

Southeastern Wisconsin land can be used as Urban Residential Land, Commercial and Industrial 

Land, Suburban Density Residential Land, Recreational Land, Environmentally Significant Land 

and Rural Land (SEWRPC 157-170).  

 Since it is an explicit theme within this report to address agricultural impacts on climate 

change, there is an emphasis in this chapter on the ways anthropogenic forcing of climate change 

is related to land that is used or could be used for agricultural purposes. However, the overall 

purpose of this chapter is to consider all the most prominent types of land use present in 

Southeastern Wisconsin. 

Land use and Climate Change in Southeastern Wisconsin 

The following sub-sections of this chapter work to systematically examine land use practices in 

Southeastern Wisconsin, both defining and analyzing the contributions each type of land use 

makes toward anthropogenic forcing of climate change, and the resultant potential each type of 

land use has for the mitigation thereof. The following includes an examination of Urban 

Residential Land, Commercial and Industrial Land, Suburban Density Residential Land, Rural 

Land, Recreational Land, and Environmentally Significant Land. 
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Urban Residential Land 

Urban Residential Land is measured in three separate density categories, high (7.0+ 

dwelling units per residential acre), medium (2.3-6.9 dwelling units per residential acre), and low 

(0.7-2.2 dwelling units per residential acre). SEWRPC estimates an increase of 69 sq. miles of 

Urban Residential Land by the year 2035 bringing the total Urban Residential Land in the region 

up from 333 sq. miles to 402 sq. miles. SEWRPC expects most of this increase to occur in areas 

that are of medium or high density. Urban Residential Lands make up 12.4% of Southeastern 

Wisconsin now and will make up 14.9% by the year 2035 (SEWRPC 2, 157-162). 

 With population growth and the following growth of Urban Residential Land inevitable 

considering the human species‘s seemingly unstoppable ability to expand and support itself, we 

must consider the effects of the spread of Urban Residential Land will have on climate change 

and ways to plan for growth that will lessen the intensity of negative effects caused by Urban 

Residential Land.  

Contributions to Climate Change 

 The primary way in which Urban Residential Land contributes to climate change, as is 

true of all land use categories, is through consumption of fossil fuels and the resultant 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by the people and structures on this land. Urban Residential 

Land contributes to GHG emissions by exemplification of a simple relationship. Considering that 

GHG emissions per capita can be quantified as can regional emissions, it is clear that an increase 

in regional population would result in an increase of regional GHG emissions. So then, it 

becomes necessary to examine the ways in which Urban Residential Land specifically 

contributes to GHG emissions.  

 Residential buildings on the national whole contribute to nearly 15% of the total GHG 

emissions of the United States, made up in part by electricity and heating and additionally by 

other fuel uses (WRI). In Wisconsin, residential GHG emissions account for 9% of the total 

statewide emissions (Larsen, et al. 49). With the foreseeable expansion of this Urban Residential 

Land over the next quarter century in the Southeastern Wisconsin cities of Milwaukee, Racine, 

and Kenosha, an increase in GHG emissions put forth by residential buildings is also foreseeable.  

 An equally prominent contributor to GHG emissions in Urban Residential Land areas is 

transportation. Though transportation needs per capita are reduced in Urban Residential Lands 

when compared to less densely populated areas due to proximity of location to necessary 
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resources, the additional population accounts for large total transportation emissions for the 

entire area.  On the national whole, road transportation, as would be prominent in an Urban 

Residential Area, accounts for nearly 27% of the total GHG emissions in the United States 

(WRI).  In Wisconsin alone, transportation accounts for 24% of all GHG emissions (Larsen, et 

al. 49).  With an increase in population and a geographic expansion of Urban Residential Areas 

in Southeastern Wisconsin predicted, we can expect to see an increase in GHG emissions from 

these areas as caused by transportation. 

Mitigation of Climate Change 

 The need for farsighted regional planning is apparent in the face of the inevitable growth 

of Urban Residential Land. SEWRPC has laid forth plans to accommodate such a growth as they 

have predicted.  

SEWRPC‘s plan emphasizes growth in high and medium density areas thus making the 

allocation of amenities more efficient.  From a land use perspective, this would ―serve to 

moderate the amount of open space required to be converted to urban use in order to 

accommodate growth in population, households, and employment in the Region‖ (SEWRPC 

160).  The conversion of open space into Urban Residential Land would be detrimental to any 

efforts to mitigate climate change as land clearance is an important driver of global warming 

(ABC Australia).  Because an increase in high density and medium density Urban Residential 

Lands as opposed to an increase in low density areas would ―facilitate the efficient provision of 

public utilities,‖ we can estimate that though there would be an increase in energy consumption 

resulting in an increase in GHG emissions over the entire area.  This increase would be less 

exacerbated if development and growth occurred in high and medium density areas than in low 

density areas (SEWRPC 160). 

In terms of transportation the ―plan envisions residential neighborhoods designed as 

cohesive units, properly related to the larger community of which they are a part, and served by 

an interconnected internal street, bicycle-way, pedestrian system and by a neighborhood school, 

park, and shopping area‖ (SEWRPC 160).  If growth were to be complemented by the strategic 

placement of resources close to residential neighborhoods that would reduce the distance of 

travel necessary for residents to meet basic needs then GHG emissions created by the 

transportation sector in these neighborhoods would be greatly reduced and thus would work 

toward the mitigation of climate change.  
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Suggestions for Mitigating Climate Change through Use of Urban Residential Land 

1) Continue to restrict growth of Urban Residential Land to areas of higher density to 

increase efficiency of public utilities. 

2) Limit clearing and development of undeveloped land by further developing and 

redeveloping existing spaces within Urban Residential Lands to reduce negative impacts 

of the relationship between land clearance and climate change. 

3) Explore growth opportunities in mixed-use land areas for efficiency and maximization of 

space. 

4) Encourage development and growth so that neighborhoods are provided with necessary 

resources within walking distance.  

5) Develop and redevelop existing neighborhoods with Urban Residential Land to 

accommodate for efficient, GHG-reducing methods of transportation through the design 

of pedestrian areas, bicycle-ways, and public transportation access.  

Commercial and Industrial Land 

SEWRPC estimates an increase of 18 sq. miles of Commercial and Industrial Land by the 

year 2035, bringing the total Commercial and Industrial Land in the region up from 63 sq. miles 

to 81 sq. miles. Commercial and Industrial Land now makes up 2.3% of the total land in 

Southeastern Wisconsin and will make up 3.0% by 2035 (SEWRPC 2, 162). 

 This increase in Commercial and Industrial Land in the region is in part due to a 

continuation of the economic shift in the region from manufacturing-based to service-based jobs. 

This shift will cause a decrease in the number of jobs per acre, a decrease that will cause 

commercial locations to spread along with the jobs (SEWRPC 162 ).  

Contributions to Climate Change 

 Commercial and Industrial Land contributes most to climate change, like other land 

categories, through the consumption of fossil fuels upon it and the resultant GHGs.  According to 

the IPCC, the ―largest growth of GHG emissions between 1970 and 2004 has come from energy 

supply, transport and industry‖ (IPCC 14).  The relationship between industry and GHG 

emissions has been well documented.  

 The GHG emissions produced on Commercial and Industrial Land includes those emitted 

by the buildings on the land, those emitted during industrial processes, and fugitive emissions. 

Commercial and Industrial buildings and the processes that take place within these buildings 

account for 31.9% of the nation‘s GHG emission (WRI). I n Wisconsin, Commercial and 
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Industrial buildings and processes account for 21% of the state‘s GHG emissions (Larsen, et al. 

49).  Expansion and growth of Commercial and Industrial Land, assuming that the trend in 

Commercial and Industrial GHG emissions continues to rise faster than that of other sectors, 

would result in dramatic increases in GHG emissions over the next quarter century leading to 

increasingly negative contributions to climate change.  

 Additionally, transportation must also be considered as part of the Commercial and 

Industrial Land‘s contribution to climate change, as the employees, customers, and trade 

shipping practices of the Commercial and Industrial entities on the land contribute heavily to the 

GHG emissions of the transportation sector.  Though these statistics were presented above, 

consider again that on the national average, transportation accounts for 27.2% of the total GHG 

emissions in this country (WRI).  Because Commercial and Industrial Lands house necessary 

resources (workplaces, stores, etc.) for people in Southeastern Wisconsin, transportation to and 

from these locations is a vital part of the lives of the people in this region. If expansion of 

Commercial and Industrial Land continues and transportation distances to and from the lands 

increase, so to will GHG emissions caused by the transportation sector.  

Mitigation of Climate Change 

 Considering that Commercial and Industrial buildings and processes contribute nearly a 

third of the GHGs emitted in the United States, and also considering that there will be a projected 

growth of Commercial and Industrial entities in the region, there will be a need for expansion of 

Commercial and Industrial Land over the next quarter century.  The plans put forth by SEWRPC 

for the growth of Commercial and Industrial Land suggest ―neighborhood, community, and 

regional commercial centers, including both mixed-use areas with a residential component and 

areas devoted more exclusively to commercial use‖ (SEWRPC 160).  Establishing growth of 

Commercial and Industrial Land in ways that will reduce transportation distances to and from 

these lands will be most effective in the mitigation of climate change as it will reduce GHG 

emissions created by the transportation sector.  

 Since a retardation of the practices that mostly account for emissions created through 

industrial processes is out of the realm of land use, the most effective way for Commercial and 

Industrial Land use practices to mitigate climate change is through the selection of locations for 

growth that will maximize efficiency of transportation for those who use these lands as regular 

destinations, but also through the development and redevelopment of lands that do not involve 
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clearing land to create space for these new lands.  Additionally, efforts to control building and 

construction practices on new Commercial and Industrial Lands so that new structures, industrial 

and commercial buildings are as energy efficient is possible, would greatly improve chances of 

mitigating climate change. 

 Additionally, the prescription of increased greenspace in Commercial and Industrial Land 

could also contribute mitigating effects for climate change. Buildings with green roofs and 

increased amounts of rain garden and pervious areas on the ground would greatly reduce 

unnecessary waste of space though more localized management of storm water. 

Suggestions for Mitigating Climate Change by Using Commercial and Industrial Land 

1) Develop and Redevelop lands that need no clearance of forests that could be potentially 

beneficial to the reductions of GHGs in the atmosphere. 

2) Consider transportation distances and that Commercial and Industrial Lands are regular 

destinations for the people of the region by expanding these lands in neighborhoods and 

areas most proximally convenient for the people that use these lands. 

3) Encourage and develop mixed-use lands to accommodate expansion of various types of 

land categories by providing convenient locations to each. 

4) Encourage expansion of Commercial and Industrial Lands through building energy 

efficient buildings that will greatly reduce GHG emissions attributable to the buildings. 

5) In the development and redevelopment of buildings consider installation of best-use 

storm water management systems and green roofs to maximize space by maintaining as 

much greenspace as possible during development. 

Suburban Density Residential Land 

 SEWRPC defines Suburban Density Residential Land as having a density of 0.2 to 0.6 

dwelling units per residential acre. SEWRPC estimates an increase of nine sq. miles of Suburban 

Density Residential Land by the year 2035, bringing the total in Southeastern Wisconsin from 

29.1 sq. miles to 38.1 sq. miles.  Suburban Density Residential Land now makes up 1.1% of 

Southeastern Wisconsin and will make up 1.4% by the year 2035 (SEWRPC 168).  

 This limited increase in Suburban Density Residential Land is in part due to the 

development plans put forth in the Urban Residential Land section.  Because SEWRPC 

prescribes development and growth in areas of higher density and against development of new 

low density areas, the limited growth projected in Suburban Density Residential Areas is 

substantiated.    
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Contributions to Climate Change 

 Suburban Density Residential Land contributes to climate change similarly to Urban 

Residential Land in the production of GHGs by the people of the land through consumption of 

fossil fuels and also by emissions created from increased transportation distances suburban 

residents regularly travel.  Additionally, Suburban Density Residential Land creates an 

inefficient system of energy amenities available to the citizens of these lands.  

 Consider first that productions of GHGs on Suburban Density Residential Land by way 

of residential buildings will include, like in Urban Residential Land, will account for 15% of 

GHG emissions nationally and 9% on the statewide level (WRI) (Larsen, et al. 49).  However, 

because dwelling density in Suburban Land is far lower than in Urban Residential Land, the 

efficiency by which residential power can be delivered to dwellings is significantly reduced.  

 Secondly, consider that transportation distances for regular trips increase greatly for 

residents of Suburban Density Residential Lands, as the population does not warrant the regular, 

dense placement of workplaces and stores.  Therefore, land that is used specifically as Suburban 

Density Residential Land, will contribute heavily to GHGs emitted by the transportation sector.  

Mitigation of Climate Change 

 SEWRPC, recognizing the inefficiency of Suburban Density Residential Land for 

maximization of space, use of energy resources, and transportation needs, has recommended 

little to no growth in this type of land through the year 2035.  

 This recommendation could potentially mitigate climate change by reducing GHG 

emissions from the added transportation and energy use burdens that would result from 

expansion of Suburban Density Residential Land.  

Suggestions for Mitigating Climate Change through the Use of Suburban Density Residential 

Land 

1) Continue to restrict new development of Suburban Density Residential Land in favor of 

developing growth in areas that would comparatively produce less GHG emissions. 

2) If development of Suburban Density Residential Areas is necessary, do so only so as to 

warrant the movement and growth of businesses and commercial necessities to those 

areas in order to reduce regular transportation distances.  

3) In the process of development, avoid clearing of any land that could potential help to 

reduce the effects of GHG emissions on climate change.  
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Recreational Land and Environmentally Significant Land 

 Recreational Land and Environmentally Significant Land are discussed together in this 

section because together, and separately, these types of land use contribute nearly negligibly to 

the anthropogenic forcing of climate change.  Their land use importance however is in their 

shared potential to mitigate climate change. 

SEWRPC understands Recreational Land as ―‗intensive-use‘ areas—that is, land actually 

developed, or anticipated to be developed, as outdoor recreation facility areas.‖  The regional 

plan for Recreational Land ―envisions a system of 32 major parks of… at least 250 acres.‖ 

SEWRPC estimates an increase of 8 sq. miles of Recreational Land by the year 2035, bringing 

the total Recreational Land up from 50 sq. miles in 2000 to 58 sq. miles by 2035.  Recreational 

Land now makes up 1.9% of the area of Southeastern Wisconsin and will make up 2.2% by the 

year 2035 (SEWRPC 164).  

SEWRPC understands protection of Environmentally Significant Land as ―essential to 

the overall environmental quality of the Region and the maintenance of its unique cultural and 

natural heritage and natural beauty.‖  These areas are divided into Primary Environmental 

Corridors, Secondary Environmental Corridors, and Isolated Natural Areas.  These 

Environmental Corridors are typically made up of ―the best remaining woodlands, wetlands, 

prairies, wildlife habitat, surface water and associated shorelands and floodlands, and related 

features including existing park and open space sites, scenic views, and natural areas and critical 

species habitat sites.‖  A Primary Environmental Corridor is by definition ―two miles long, 200 

feet wise, and 400 acres in area.‖  Secondary Environmental Corridors are one mile long and at 

least 100 acres in area.  Natural Isolated Areas are smaller areas that have been separated from 

Environmental Corridors by Urban or Agricultural land use.  These areas warrant ―strong 

consideration for preservation‖ (SEWRPC 168-169). 

SEWRPC estimates that Primary Environmental Corridors will increase 18 sq. miles by 

the year 2035, from 463 sq. miles to 481sq. miles.  Primary Environmental Corridors now make 

up 17.2% of the land in Southeastern Wisconsin and will make up 17.9% by 2035.  Secondary 

Environmental Corridors are expected to increase 2 sq. miles by the year 2035, from 75 sq. miles 

to 77 sq. miles. Secondary Environmental Corridors now make up 2.8% of the land in 

Southeastern Wisconsin and will make up 2.9% by 2035.  Isolated Natural Areas are expected to 
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remain at their current 63 sq. miles by the year 2035, accounting for 2.3% of the land in 

Southeastern Wisconsin (SEWRPC 168-169). 

Contributions to Climate Change 

 There are no clear links between Recreational Land and climate change with the 

exception of those surrounding transportation.  Statistics related to transportation have been 

already presented, but to understand their relevance, consider that the proximity with which 

Recreational Land is located to the people that use the land will have a dramatic effect on the 

transportation efforts needed for that use.  Recreational Land has few negative impacts on the 

changing climate when compared to the other types of land use presented.  

 Environmentally Significant Land, when used for its intended purposes account for no 

negative contributions of the anthropogenic forcing of climate change.  In their preservation and 

expansion there is great potential for climate change mitigation. 

Mitigation of Climate Change  

 By expanding Recreational Land to make it more accessible and proximal, there is great 

opportunity for increased awareness regarding issues surrounding climate change as many of 

these Recreational Lands are intended to be equipped with educational outdoor recreational 

centers.  Additionally, as theorized by Frederick Law Olmstead, the famed landscape architect 

responsible for Central Park in New York City, Grant Park in Chicago, and Lake Park, Riverside 

Park, and Washington Park in Milwaukee, these Recreational Lands have an affective quality 

that could recenter the sympathies of Urban citizens toward the natural world, thus providing an 

emotional potential for the mitigation of climate change (Olmstead 93-95).  

 The maintenance and expansion of Environmentally Significant Land will, unlike 

Recreational Lands, focus solely on the preservation of land not solely or centrally considering 

the benefit of humans in this preservation.  The preservation of these lands serves to mitigate 

climate change in two ways.  First, preservation and expansion of Environmentally Significant 

Land ensures that those landscape features like woodlands that are necessary for the absorption 

of GHG emissions are to be maintained to further serve as thus.  Second, the resultant prohibition 

of development on these lands prevents the potential for a shift in land use toward uses that are 

potentially greater contributors to anthropogenic forcing of climate change.  
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Suggestions for the Mitigation of Climate Change through the Use of Recreational Land and 

Environmentally Significant Land 

1) Continue the expansion of Recreational Land to increase appreciation, sympathies and 

education for and about the natural landscapes so as to inform those using Recreational 

Land about issues regarding climate change. 

2) When expanding and designing Recreational Land ensure that transportation needs for 

the public use of Recreational Lands are minimal to reduce transportation-related GHG 

emissions resulting from the use of Recreational Land.  

3) Continue the expansion of Recreational Land and Environmentally Significant Land to 

prevent the land from shifting toward other forms of uses that are greater contributors to 

anthropogenic forcing of climate change. 

4) Continue the expansion and protection of Environmentally Significant Land to ensure the 

presence of natural ecological landscapes that contribute to a reduction of GHGs in the 

atmosphere. 

5) Consider expanding land for the rejoining of disconnected Isolated Natural Areas where 

possible to increase the number of Primary and Secondary Environmental Corridors so as 

to maximize efficiency in management and preservation efforts.  

Rural Land 

 SEWRPC defines Rural Land as having a density of one dwelling unit per five acres of 

land. Rural Land can be described as either Rural Residential Land or Rural Agricultural Land. 

Rural Land is designed to be used primarily for agricultural purpose.  SEWRPC estimates an 

increase of 5.9 sq. miles of Rural Residential Land by the year 2035, bringing the total Rural 

Residential Land up from nearly nothing in 2000 to 5.9 sq. miles by 2035. SEWRPC estimates a 

decrease of 103.9 sq. miles of Rural Agricultural Land by the year 2035, bringing the total Rural 

Agricultural Land down from 1259.4 sq. miles in 2000 to 1115.5 sq. miles by 2035.  Rural Land 

now makes up 46.8 % of the area in Southeastern Wisconsin and will make up only 43.2% by the 

year 2035 (SEWRPC 169-171).  

 Since this section of this chapter addresses most specifically the theme of this report, 

there will be added emphasis placed on suggestions for mitigating climate change through 

agricultural land use in Southeastern Wisconsin.  The expected decrease in Rural Agricultural 

Land can be attributed to the expectation of increases in all other types of land aforementioned.  

Contributions to Climate Change 

 Rural Residential Land contributes to climate change in similar ways that Urban and 

Suburban Land do, however on the much smaller scale.  Since the focus of this report is on 

Southeastern Wisconsin Agriculture, and the amount of Rural Residential Land is so fragmented 
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and small, the contributions Rural Land makes to climate change presented here will be 

attributable to Rural Agricultural Land.  On the national whole, the agricultural sector 

contributes 6.2% of the total GHG emissions in the United States (WRI).  In Wisconsin, 

agriculture contributes 9.0% of the total statewide GHG emissions, 3% higher than the national 

average (Larsen, et al. 3).  Since Rural Agricultural Land makes up nearly half of the area of 

Southeastern Wisconsin, the impact of GHG emissions from the agricultural sector could greatly 

contribute to climate change while also presenting incredible potential for practice alterations 

that would mitigate climate change.  

 Roughly half of the nation‘s methane (CH4) production comes from the agricultural 

sector (WRI).  This methane production comes from the farming of ruminant livestock whose 

stomachs, through a process called enteric fermentation, emit methane as a digestive product. 

Methane is, according to multiple sources, about twenty times more potent as a contributor to 

global warming than is carbon dioxide, a gas which makes up 85% of the total anthropogenic 

GHGs (Larsen, et al. 49-51) (WRI).  Wisconsin has more than 4.6 million head of dairy cattle, 

totaling more than any other state except California.  Wisconsin is, therefore, the only state 

where methane emissions are greater than nitrous oxide emissions in the agricultural sector 

(Larsen, et al. 49-51), making Wisconsin‘s Rural Agricultural Lands among the most potent 

producers of climate change driving GHG emissions in the United States.  

 Additionally, to also be considered are the transportation distance impacts of 

Southeastern Wisconsin‘s agricultural production as Wisconsin ranks first among cheese 

producers and second among milk producers in the United States (Magnuson and Lindroth 2). 

Considering again that the transportation sector contributes nearly one third of the nation‘s total 

GHG emissions (WRI), shipping transportation from Wisconsin‘s agricultural industry would 

also contribute greatly to anthropogenic forcing of climate change. 

 As Rural Agricultural Land decreases over the next quarter century it is safe to assume 

that so too would the production of methane gases from the agricultural industry.  However, this 

assumption is based on the premise that with a decrease in Rural Agricultural Land would come 

a decrease in agricultural productivity.  This, considering the steady increase in agricultural 

innovation and yield that has governed this century, can be seen as a potentially false 

assumption.  Land use and farming practice alterations and recommendations are thus necessary 

to reduce the contributions of Southeastern Wisconsin‘s agriculture to climate change.  
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Mitigation of Climate Change 

 SEWRPC is dedicated to keeping Southeastern Wisconsin‘s farmland as farmland as has 

thus recommended Purchase of Development Rights (PDR) programs that compensate land 

owners for ―permanently committing their land to agricultural or other open use purposes‖ 

(SEWRPC 171).  Though agricultural processes contribute significantly to GHG emissions, it is 

clear that an increase in development of rural areas that would involve influxes in population and 

land clearance the would contribute most negatively to the warming of the climate as agricultural 

production would not likely decrease, but would be confined to smaller parcels of land, and 

might need to increase to accommodate needs of increased population on once Rural Land.  

 SEWRPC is also deeply committed to preserving farmlands with soils most conducive to 

sustaining agricultural production in light of climate change.  Despite the fact that climate 

change is likely to bring about longer, seemingly more productive growing seasons in 

Wisconsin, there is also a strong likelihood that climate change will bring about thinner, more 

acidic soils (Magnuson and Lindroth 2-3).  This change in soils presents the need for strong 

planning that would work to preserve the most prime farmlands so that less intensive, destructive 

farming would have to occur as the soils change.  

 Additionally, the restriction of residential development in Rural Agricultural Land will 

prevent energy efficiency problems that would result from single dwellings being built far from 

other dwellings.  SEWRPC suggests that the little residential development that will occur in 

these areas should be done so that dwellings are clustered with large amounts of open space 

around them so as to increase transportation, building, and energy usage efficiency (SEWRPC 

171).  This method of growth would comparatively reduce GHG emissions that would otherwise 

occur if growth and development of Rural Residential Areas were to be conducted differently.  

Suggestions for Mitigating Climate Change through the Use of Rural Land 

1) Continue to keep Rural Residential Land development to a minimum, or, in areas where 

growth is necessary, encourage clustered development alternative to maximize 

efficiency. 

2) Encourage the protection of prime farmlands so as to prevent the needs for more 

intensive destructive farming in the future as soils change with the warming climate. 

3) Establish local and community supported agricultural systems so as to reduce 

transportation burdens and practices of the agricultural industry. 

4) Discourage the clearance of new lands for development of Rural Agricultural Land or 

Rural Residential Land so as to protect resources that mitigate climate change. 
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5) Restrict development in Rural Land by enacting Purchase of Development Rights 

programs that will permanently devote agricultural land to agricultural use. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter we have provided that land use policy and practice can have the potential 

to greatly contribute to or mitigate the anthropogenic forcing of climate change.  As has been 

established, SEWRPC, in their plans for growth through the year 2035, have made suggestions 

and recommendations that, if followed, could result in a slowed increase of GHG emissions even 

as population expands.  Through careful planning of growth to accommodate for economic and 

population increase, land use policy and practice can be most effective in climate change 

mitigation efforts.  Using the recommendations of SEWRPC along with those put forth in this 

report, land use policy and practice in Urban Residential Land, Commercial and Industrial Land, 

Suburban Density Residential Land, and Rural Land, could be a determinant factor in efforts to 

correct global warming.  

 As per the goals of this report, to outline impacts of agriculture in Southeastern 

Wisconsin on climate change, this chapter has worked to address ways in which agricultural land 

use should be managed so as to reduce its negative impacts of the climate.  The area of 

Southeastern Wisconsin, rich with a diversity of land uses and natural resources, poised for 

economic and industrial productivity, can be a leader in the mitigation of anthropogenic forcing 

of climate change through conscious, continuous amending and monitoring of land use in the 

region.  
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Chapter 6 

THE POLITICS OF AGRICULTURAL REFORM:  

ECONOMICS AND THE ENVIRONMENT 

“Technological progress has merely provided us with  

more efficient means  for going backwards.” 

Aldous Huxley 

Thus far, this report has demonstrated the deleterious effects that current procedures of 

agriculture of Southeastern Wisconsin have had on the environment and identified ways in which 

these effects can be mitigated.  The suggestions made thus far outline effective agricultural 

policies which, if implemented, are capable of producing the change necessary to reduce 

agriculture‘s role in the development of global warming.  However, that is a large ―if.‖  While 

the science behind the effects and steps necessary for mitigation has largely been decided, the 

largest opposition toward the implementation of new and improved agricultural policies has 

come not from experts in the climate field, but from the scientifically ignorant economic and 

political sectors.   

 Though largely unaware of, or simply indifferent to, the scientific basis for agriculture 

reform, the devotion to the economic bottom line has largely prevented powers both in state 

government as well as in private industry from taking steps toward environmental rehabilitation.  

Based on an overcompensating devotion to the economic traditions that have generated the 

contemporary agricultural disaster in regards to the environment, policy makers have been 

resistant to the changes advocated by scientists and climate researchers.  Instead, policies of 

large-scale farming and the employment of ecologically hostile technologies has resulted in an 

agricultural establishment which perceives an inherent competition between the interests of 

farmers themselves, and the desire to reform agriculture in an environmentally conscious way. 

 The purpose of this chapter is to show that this antagonism between economic 

profitability and ecological responsibility simply need not exist.  This becomes painfully evident 

through an examination of the largest economic aide available to farmers, the subsidy, which has 

gone through little transformation in the times since the Great Depression.  The result of such 

outdated policy is that economic incentives no longer benefit the family farm as per their original 

design.  Instead subsidies and federal economic aid disproportionately assist the largest and most 

impersonal of agricultural endeavors, simultaneously fostering the dependence of small scale 
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operations on federal dollars which barely keep their heads above water as multimillion dollar 

corporations prosper.  Correlatively, it is these oversized impersonal corporations who are the 

most resistant to ecologically-relevant change, and provide the greatest degree of resistance to 

the implementation of effective agricultural reform. 

 The intent of this chapter is to demonstrate that reform of federal agricultural funding 

need not be political suicide, and that it can in fact prove economically beneficial to the 

agricultural sector as a whole.  Provided that priority is given the family farmer as opposed to the 

multinational corporation, reforming agricultural policy with incentives geared toward the 

environmentally friendly practices of small scale farming and a renovated eco-friendly 

infrastructure is not necessarily an exercise in altruistic environmental responsibility.  While the 

sense of such a responsibility toward the mitigation of climate change is certainly an effective 

force in enacting change, such progress can also be economically prosperous and positively alter 

the face of American agriculture.  Southeastern Wisconsin possesses a land structure which 

makes it a perfect location for an exercise in such reforms, and the rich agricultural tradition here 

makes no finer exemplar for the policy changes necessary. 

History of the Subsidy 

To understand the depths at which contemporary agricultural policy is entrenched in 

federal aid, it is important to take a step back and examine the history of the farm subsidy in the 

United States.  A subsidy is a government payment toward some private industry, with the intent 

of keeping that industry successful due to a given benefit it has to society as a whole (Myers & 

Kent, 4).  In the case of agriculture, this line of thinking is clear.  Without an appropriate number 

of farmers to provide the nation with food, the country‘s vast agricultural potential would go to 

waste while unnecessary numbers of the population would go hungry.  Thus, it is to the 

advantage of society as a whole for the government to provide economic incentive to the farming 

industry so as to encourage enough individuals to enter the agricultural sector, and provide 

nutrition for the population.   

For the vast majority of the nation‘s history, such payments were unnecessary.  The 

United States, after all, had a plethora of natural resources and land primed for agriculture, and 

this was the best way for most citizens to provide for their families as well as to make profit on 

the side.  However with the stock market crash of 1929 and the ensuing Great Depression, large 

numbers of Americans who for the first time in the nation‘s history lived in metropolitan areas 
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were going hungry.  With the election of Franklin Delano Roosevelt in 1932 came the New Deal, 

a wealth of government programs enacted to get the United States economy back on its feet. One 

such program was a level of farm subsidies never before seen.  These subsidies were designed to 

reduce the amount of food in the U.S. marketplace so as to raise consumer price levels to a point 

at which farmers earned enough profit to properly sustain themselves. Thus to force such 

conditions despite the normally production-encouraging effects of low prices, government 

subsidies were used to line the pockets of farmers while they actually reduced yields.  

Effectively, in the midst of struggling economy and hungry population, farmers were eliminating 

possible foodstuffs so as to reinvigorate the marketplace.  These subsidies were largely effective 

because they provided an incentive for farmers.  Recipients of aid were reimbursed for the losses 

they incurred from producing less, and were actually more profitable than had the market 

dictated pricing.  This meant that simple economic laws of supply and demand were essentially 

irrelevant, as federal government interference artificially (though necessarily) altered prices. 

A Lasting Legacy 

 However, despite economic recovery, United States agricultural policy changed little.  

Even today subsidies exist in astronomical proportions.  This is largely due to a powerful farm 

lobby and the dependence that has been formed in the modern agricultural industry on assumed 

assistance from the federal government.  Wisconsin, with its rich agricultural history, is certainly 

no exception.  In fact, farms in the seven counties which together make up what is here being 

studied as Southeastern Wisconsin received $9,052,364 in direct federal aid in fiscal 2007 

(Environmental Working Group [EWG] statistics).  Today, as in the past, these subsidies affect 

the shape of the agricultural sector in a very formative way.  Demand is again artificially inflated 

for certain goods, as the government provides incentive for their production beyond what the 

market would naturally offer.  Again this is not necessarily injurious in and of itself, but on a vast 

scale, agricultural subsidies have largely outlasted their utility.  The greatest damage done to the 

agriculture industry, speaking in environmental terms, by enormous and lasting subsidy 

payments is the cementing of large scale agriculture as the dominant form of production. 

 This developed primarily through the values that have been encouraged via oversized of 

direct federal payments.  As government was historically seeking to control the marketplace with 

enough agricultural goods to feed the population and retain high prices, the traits which were 

most valued in the attempt to attain federal funding were overall production and efficiency.  
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Thus, larger, more productive farms were funded disproportionately to smaller operations who 

for reasons such as less advanced technology and higher employment requirements, did not 

profit at a level equal to that of larger operations (McKibben, 67).  As these large subsidy 

payments have persisted over the last half a century, two predominant effects have evolved.  

First, large scale farming has become the dominant policy in the agricultural industry, as federal 

funding has provided huge incentives for producing as much as possible, as cheaply as possible.  

With this funding agricultural corporations have boxed small scale operations out of the 

marketplace, and are the dominant force in agricultural economic success.  Small operations 

have been relegated to likewise small scale consumers for their goods, such as niche food 

producers or individual purchasers via farmer‘s markets, etc.  These types of consumers are 

much more variable than larger corporate consumers such as supermarket chains or food 

processors, who are insulated from market variability which may arise due to adverse growing 

seasons.  Thus the security in maintaining a small scale farm is nowhere near that of selling to a 

larger corporation, the price requirements of who in turn demand the inexpensive practices of 

large scale farming which have proven so environmentally harmful.  A second effect is that those 

small scale farming operations which persist have become in some cases almost fully dependent 

upon the federal economic assistance they do receive, as meager as it may be.  This means that as 

a political issue, the reduction of federal farm subsidies is met with harsh opposition both by the 

powerful corporations who have developed unified and strong lobbies, as well as the individual 

family farmer who depends on subsidies and safeguards to persist, and may be out of a career 

with simple across the board slashes in aid. 

When examining the structuring of the current federal payments in the agricultural sector, 

the simple inequalities inherent within the system reflect its outdated nature.  The drastic 

reduction in the sheer number of individuals who pursue a career in farming reflects the 

changing shape of American agriculture.  ―At the start of the twentieth century, the farm 

population made up 43 percent of the U.S. population, and in 1950 its share was 12 percent, but 

today it has slumped to well under 2 percent‖ (Myers & Kent 48).  Further, this movement from 

a multitude of small scale farming operations to a few on a much larger scale is reinforced by a 

federal payment system characterized by misallocation.   In fact, ―almost 30 percent of subsidies 

go to the top 2 percent (of recipients), and over four-fifths go to the top 30 percent‖ (Myers & 

Kent, 48).  Locally these numbers are a bit tempered, but still reflect the drastic inequalities 
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inherent within federal agriculture policy.  In the state of Wisconsin, the top ten percent of aid 

recipients received approximately 62 percent of all government monies (EWG).  To put this into 

context, the average payment between 1995 and 2006 for the top 10 percent of recipients was 

$21,360.  For the bottom 80 percent, the average amount of federal assistance averaged out to 

$852  (EWG).  These gifts reflect a government desire for efficiency and productivity within the 

farm, but the inordinate sizes of the corresponding aid does not correlate to such efficiency in the 

marketplace.  Instead what results is a chicken or the egg phenomenon.  Federal subsidies and 

aid to the agricultural sector reward those operations which produce the most goods at the 

quickest pace.  So to keep up in the heated inter-operational competition for federal funds, farms 

do whatever they must to achieve the necessary plateau so as to eek out every possible federal 

dollar.  At first this means farming one‘s own land to the point at which it could not possibly 

produce any larger yields (almost always to the detriment of the land itself).  The next logical 

step, should the individual‘s income allow, is to swallow up as much farmland as possible to 

continue to produce ever more in relation to other farms.  It is through this process that unequal 

subsidies both give birth to and are the result of, large scale farming operations. 

 However, this is not a process which should seem to reflect negatively on any individual 

farmer.  Instead it is the product of widespread policy, and implicit within it is that any farmer 

would rationally engage in large scale farming.  This represents the necessity for change in the 

subsidy structure.  One well known example of such an attempt was authored by Wisconsin 

Representative Ron Kind.  The basics of the bill were twofold in regards to the aspects discussed 

thus far.  First, guaranteed federal payments and price floors should be gradually phased out and 

replaced by a type of crop insurance which would allow farmers to practice ecologically friendly 

practices such as crop rotation, without the fears of a bad growing season greatly reducing profit 

margins (Kind, 3).  This would also serve to greatly reduce the consistency with which large 

federal payments are handed out; saving taxpayers vast sums in those periods where both 

growing and market conditions naturally lend themselves to agricultural profitability.  Further, 

such measures put a greater amount of accountability on farmers themselves, making them 

responsible for the crops they choose to grow and the outcomes of their choices based on market 

factors as opposed to guaranteed pricing which leads to unnecessary surpluses.  A second aspect 

of the farm bill is a greater emphasis on environmental reform (Kind, 4).  This can come in all 

shapes and sizes, and considering the taxpayer savings outlined in the economic reforms of 
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agricultural funding, there exist significant funds to play with so long as they are tied to some 

type of ongoing positive result.  Such reforms encompass everything from enhanced payments 

for the meeting of basic environmental standards to funds specifically designated for upgrading 

outdated technologies. 

At this point it is vital to understand the intricate connections between small scale 

agriculture and environmental reform.  There are a number of ecologically friendly reforms that 

inherently take place upon the shift to small scale agriculture.  Among them are a decrease in the 

transportation of goods and the consistent availability of a local, dependable marketplace in 

which to sell products.  There is a third major benefit to such a shift as well, and that is the 

fluidity of adapting more environmentally friendly technologies, and the expansion of such 

practices into widespread policy.   

The Philosophy of Agricultural Policy 

What currently exists with the field of macro-agricultural policy has been coined ―The 

State Responsibility Rule.‖  In it, ―the state in Western countries has traditionally taken a large 

responsibility for economic imbalances in agriculture… (guaranteeing) minimum prices for the 

most important agricultural products or given direct income support in order to ensure a certain 

income for farmers‖ (Daugbjerg in Marsh, 75).  In the case of large scale agriculture within the 

United States, this translates into a guaranteed return on investment for large agricultural 

operations, based on the efficiency and levels of production which they boast.  However as it 

pertains to environmental degradation, a contrary agricultural policy philosophy which has been 

deemed more effective by government agencies since the 1960s is the ―Polluter Pays Principle.  

(Daugbjerg in Marsh, 76).  With this philosophy, the onus is shifted from the government to the 

individual, and the responsibility of environmental protection is on the producers.  It is under this 

auspice that most environmental protection regulations are formed and enforced in the United 

States.  However such regulation rarely applies concerning individual enforcement in the 

agricultural sector, as regulative policy is formed on a massive scale after debate amongst 

farming lobbies and considering the relay of expense to the federal government. 

 A shift to small scale agriculture would necessarily incorporate a shift to the Polluter 

Pays Principle.  Not only is this true as a smaller, more individualized farming industry would 

allow for greater enforcement of environmental regulation, but the farms themselves would have 

a much greater fluidity in adapting to the necessity of such increased regulations.  For a large 
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corporate farm to shift its infrastructure to an environmentally friendly variety is often times a 

prohibitively expensive proposition.  However were such large scale operations to be gradually 

phased out in favor of smaller scale enterprises, environmentally conscious renovation would 

become much more feasible.  This is because in an agricultural system dominated by farming on 

a smaller scale, there is less technological infrastructure that needs to be updated per farm.  This 

means that the cost per farm is drastically less than if it is simply one large corporation bearing 

it.  These costs also become easier to swallow considering the guaranteed local marketplaces 

which become established with the development of small scale agriculture, which will be 

investigated later. 

The New Zealand Success Story 

To place the policy suggestions such as those of Representative Kind into perspective, 

consider the example of New Zealand.  In the early 1980s, New Zealand‘s farm subsidies were 

approaching U.S.-like proportions.  As an epitomizing result, when examined from the market 

perspective the meat industry became the least efficient in the world.   To remedy such 

conditions, over the course of the next ten years New Zealand effectively phased out all 

agricultural and irrigation subsidies.  This is a drastic step considering agriculture represented 5.2 

percent of the nations Gross Domestic Product (GDP), and when related industries are 

considered, that figure jumps to 15.4 percent (Myers & Kent, 56).  During the next seven years, 

conditions were admittedly difficult for farmers, as they attempted to adjust to the new market 

conditions.  However, by 1995 agricultural profitability had recovered to essentially pre-reform 

conditions.  Not only had the economic viability of agriculture recovered, but a number of new 

advantageous conditions also existed.  There exist today a greater number of farms in New 

Zealand, who employ a higher number of people than before the reforms of the early 1980s.  

Thus not only has the bottom line represented in agricultural profitability risen, but so too has the 

relative economic effect in regards to employment rate.  This stands as an important economic 

realization pertaining to small scale farming.  With the removal of gigantic subsidies to insulate 

large scale farmers from the volatility of the marketplace comes an inherent shift to smaller scale 

farming.  This does not represent a shrinking of the industry as a whole, but instead a shift in the 

size of who is doing business.  With this shift comes greater profitability instead of less, because 

the risk involved in operating gigantic farms is too great if exposed to market factors.  Instead as 
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a middle ground, farmers find the greatest success in managing smaller plots of land well as 

opposed to bearing the risk of seasonal failure on a gigantic scale. 

 However there is a sense in which New Zealand and the United States are not parallel 

examples.  America, founded under manifest destiny and embodying a variety of growing 

climates and seasonal changes has a much greater variation in agricultural production than does a 

small island nation like New Zealand.  This is one of the main contentions from the conservative 

agricultural policy front that cannot necessarily be dealt with in a way which proves politically 

superior, though its implications bear economic justifications.  One major benefit that 

agricultural subsidies have on consumers is that regardless of where an American citizen may 

live, they are reasonably likely to acquire interregional products at a cost similar to that of more 

localized consumers.  In a nation with a homogenous climate such as New Zealand, such 

preferences do not figure into the economic equation.  What is produced in the northernmost tip 

of the country is essentially identical to what is produced in the south, and intricate differences 

based on a topography are overcome via the fact that shipping from one end of the nation to the 

other is relatively equivalent to shipping from the upper peninsula of Michigan to Chicago.  

However in the United States, a similar sense of a ―traditional diet‖ exists.  While in New 

Zealand there is relative consistency in diet due to climatic homogeny, citizens of the United 

States have fallen into a routine of also possessing a routine diet.  However Americans‘ eating 

habits are often based upon foods which are not locally produced or available.  A consistent 

subsidy system which encouraged large scale farming and a complex food transportation 

network has spoiled Americans into expecting a consistent supply of foods that an unadulterated 

market would never have provided in the first place.  As Laura Shapiro explains, Americans 

have come to, ―expect a standardized product that has been engineered to cook, bake, 

microwave, and taste the same each time‖ (Halweil, 50).  ―A year-round market for a given food 

works for both the consumer and the producer… the familiar becomes indispensable… it‘s easy 

to ignore the degraded taste and unraveled community fabric that comes with new options‖  

(Halweil, 51). 

Overcoming Local Food Habits 

While the reduction in food variety on a regional scale is often perceived as a negative 

effect for consumers, this reduction is not necessarily absolute.  Essentially, what will begin to 

develop is a greater availability of affordable, nutritious foodstuffs on a local level while foods 
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not native to a locality will increase in price.  Currently there is a general equality in food costs 

based on the market factor of availability.  However, what is distorting the market is that 

subsidies disconnect this availability from the costs of production.  Therefore there is a relative 

similarity in the price of apples and oranges in Southeastern Wisconsin, despite the fact that one 

is grown locally while the other must be shipped hundreds of miles.  This represents not only 

inordinately low prices for oranges which should incur high transportation costs, but also a 

raising in the prices of apples which should be more affordable based on local market conditions.  

As a note, produce is in fact an underfunded venture in comparison with other various 

agricultural productions, and goods such as spices are actually much more rampantly abused in 

regards to shipping and transportation.  But this example nicely paints the translation of subsidy 

costs to consumers not only via taxation for distributable federal funds, but also as how the term 

‗consumer preference‘ has been warped in a question begging way under the assumption of 

subsidies.  What embodies a consumer preference is theoretically based on what prices the 

market creates for certain products.  However when all prices are rendered generally equal, the 

rational choice of a consumer is twisted into an egalitarian preference (Halweil, 28). This is why 

projects which attempt to promote eating locally are so novel and difficult for the consumer.  

Were subsidies to be removed, eating locally would develop into an economic necessity, not 

simply an altruistic novelty. 

 To the aid of such necessity, however arrive the remarkable economic advantages to both 

producer and consumer in eating locally.  Simply, eating locally shortens the steps from the field 

to the plate, which makes intuitive economic sense.  However this cutting out of the middle man 

represents a much greater savings than could be imagined.  The typical Wisconsinite buys their 

food from a supermarket, which has either purchased food from large farms with whom it is 

associated, or more likely has purchased its food supply from any one of a number of food 

processors.  Food often travels thousands of miles to each one of these destinations, who has a 

particular but small role to play in the final product that arrives in the supermarket (Halweil, 30).   

The inefficiencies of such a system are vast.  Each stop in the travelling food chain costs money, 

and many of the steps are unnecessary.  Transportation costs are excessive at every step of the 

way, particularly given ever-rising fuel costs.  Processing bears a financial burden on many foods 

which do not need to be processed extensively, if at all.  This step often reduces the nutritional 

value of produce as well.  Finally a large amount of this processing is to pack products with 
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preservatives, which represents a doubly inefficient step.  The transportation which has become 

so unnecessarily dominant in mainstream agriculture actually necessitates longer shelf lives for 

perishable goods, thus additional steps are added to the process simply to ensure that foods 

survive their arduous journey to the supermarket. 

 Not only do each of these steps cost money which is then both taken from the producer 

and charged to the consumer, but each dollar lost among these steps represents a dollar which 

leaves the local economy in which the food was produced.  In fact, in the past century, the 

amount of consumer payment which actually reaches the farming community for its products has 

declined from 40 percent to 7 percent (Halweil, 45).  The remaining 93 percent is scattered 

amongst corporations who each persist along the product‘s trek around the country.  Simply, 

large scale farming equates directly to large scale agribusiness.  Farms grow in size to keep up 

with the amount of profit which continues to be sapped away from their efforts, and with the 

increase in size arrive more and more entrepreneurs attempting to siphon another piece out of a 

static pie. 

Buy Locally, Eat Locally 

 The solution from a supply side standpoint has been demonstrated to be a reduction in the 

agricultural subsidies which promote large scale farming, the basis for large scale agribusiness.  

When it comes to solutions to the large scale agriculture snowball on the consumers‘ end, the 

solution has been shown to be the establishment of a consistent marketplace in which small 

scale, sustainable farmers can sell their wares.  Essentially the only consistent, widespread source 

of food across the United States has been the supermarket.  These interconnected webs of 

corporate agribusinesses have largely served to insulate each other from market fluctuations, and 

have rendered farmer‘s markets a novelty.  At this stage in the game, farmer‘s markets are not a 

solution in and of themselves for what ails the agricultural industry.  However they are the most 

important institution to generate a similar snowball in reversing agricultural trends and inducing 

sustainable agriculture on a wide scale.  Were farmer‘s and similar small, local markets to 

become first an important, and later the primary source for the average American‘s food supply, 

small scale farmers would be provided with a consistent connection with their consumers.  To 

this end, many of the economic fears within small scale farming would be abated, as subsidized 

corporate marketplaces would be replaced by local marketplaces characterized by interpersonal 

connections and minimized overhead costs.  The elimination of the middle man would be 
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reflected in lower overall prices for consumers.  However of that lower price, a vastly higher 

percentage would go directly to the producer, raising profit margins well above today‘s levels.   

  If the agriculture industry is to be one truly dedicated to both environmental reform as 

well as economic fairness, it must be restructured both on the supply side as well as the demand 

side.  On the supply side, outdated subsidies which serve only narrow interests need to be phased 

out in a manner which will not unduly disrupt the industry, yet begin to promote the interests of 

the small scale farmer as opposed to multi-million dollar corporations.  This will result in drastic 

eliminations in government funds destined to the agricultural sector as whole, and specifically 

will come to embody a greater equity amongst its recipients.  Remaining funds destined for the 

agricultural sector are better geared toward security for small scale farmers during times of 

climatic variation to ensure that a single weak growing season does not call into question the 

farm‘s long-term stability.  Also, considering the historically massive economic dedication to the 

agricultural sector, incentives could be easily justified to promote environmental reform, and 

assist in funding the institution of ecologically-friendly infrastructure to those farms that show a 

dedication to lessening agriculture‘s environmentally degrading impact.   

 On the demand side of things, markets need to be instituted and supported on a wider 

scale so as to ensure that a loss of supermarket dominance does not result in an unequal 

distribution of food markets to poorer neighborhoods.  Markets need to be supported in a fashion 

which does not simply provide incentive for all farmers to sell their products in the richest of 

locations, but instead promotes equity in meeting the nutritional needs of citizens.  Though this 

seems an overly redistributive project, it would likely prove only initially necessary, as the food 

market as a whole is locally reoriented.  Such small markets would vastly increase the efficiency 

of the agricultural sector, and would prove beneficial to local economies who consume the goods 

of their neighbors as opposed to contributing to the profit margins of companies based thousands 

of miles away.  

Conclusion  

To reform federal funding of the agricultural sector is not only politically safe, but 

incredibly beneficial.  As the case study of New Zealand shows, proposals such as that by Ron 

Kind have great local potential, and would serve mutually beneficial for both the environment 

and the economy.  To simply reorient the focus of federal funding does not pose a threat to 

farming as we know it.  Instead, it embodies a retrieval of the values agriculture has grasped 
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throughout America‘s long tradition, and locally represents an embrace of a tradition founded on 

the agricultural spirit.  Rhetoric paints a reduction in federal agricultural funding as an assault on 

the family farm.  However the real assault lies in the political stagnation which characterizes 

agricultural debate, while the family farm is disappearing in favor of impersonal corporations.  

Agricultural funding reform is in the best interest of those who are alleged to benefit by the 

current system, if done in a fashion focused on their interests instead of political posturing.  The 

ensuing benefits for the environment cannot be overstated, as much of agriculture‘s contribution 

to climate change would be necessarily cut away in the new marketplace.  Transportation, which 

contributes so heavily to agriculture‘s greenhouse gas outputs, would be the most effected as 

small scale farming would encourage adapting habits to local consumption.  Green technology 

and infrastructure would be more easily encouraged on a smaller level, and individual farmers 

would be better able to adapt their enterprises to ecological reform.   Essentially, the subsidy 

system which exists today prohibits effective reform of both supply side farm size as well as 

demand side markets.  To remove such impediments would reshape the agricultural industry in a 

way analogous to the rich agricultural tradition upon which America was built, and position the 

sector to make the necessary adjustments to help mitigate the climate change crisis.  
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

“Think globally, act locally.” 

Political leaders, governmental bodies, institutions, businesses, community groups, farmers, 

educators, and individuals must act to reduce the carbon emissions and environmental 

destruction caused by agriculture.  The following list of recommendations are based upon 

theological and philosophical groundings which demand a reevaluation of the way humans think 

about and act toward Earth.  Taking action with a renewed awareness of the interconnectedness 

of the biotic community indeed promises to bring about the changes necessary to sustain the 

planet.  Working together towards the Common Good that is sustainability within the context of 

this report must become an underlying motivation of each of the parties addressed in the 

following recommendations.  Action is critical at all levels of society if there is to be successful 

mitigation of anthropogenically-forced climate change and its associated dire consequences.  

1. Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, Trade & Consumer Protection as well as the 

Southeastern Wisconsin County Boards must declare sustainable agriculture as a priority 

in Southeastern Wisconsin. 

2. Wisconsin farmers must implement low-input, sustainable farming methods such as low-

till or no-till agriculture, drip irrigation, crop rotation, crop diversity, cover crops, green 

manures, organic fertilizers, and limited use of heavy machinery. 

3. Wisconsin farmers must preserve and foster biological diversity on their land. 

4. Wisconsin farmers‘ associations must organize regular meetings of farmers for exchange 

of knowledge and ideas related to sustainable practices. 

5. Officials at schools, hospitals, businesses, and prisons must arrange for and implement 

institutional buying from local food sources like produce auctions. 

6. The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel and other Southeastern Wisconsin publications must 

determine neighborhoods suffering from food insecurity and publish the results within a 

thorough article about the potential of urban agriculture. 

7. Neighborhood associations and community centers must host annual urban agriculture 

information sessions in neighborhoods to educate residents about the creation of 
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backyard and community gardens.  Follow-up sessions must be offered for those 

interested in learning more. 

8. City Departments of Public Works must provide household compost bins to residents 

along with information and instructions. 

9. Institutions of higher education must fund and publicize research on topics related to food 

systems, food security, and sustainable agriculture. 

10. School officials must implement programs at all levels – grade school, high school, and 

college – that combine hands-on gardening experience with an understanding of nutrition 

and locally-grown food.    

11. City Departments of Public Works must make available rain barrels for garden irrigation 

purposes. 

12. To accommodate growth, Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission must 

further develop areas of high density before developing areas of low or medium density 

for efficiency of increased public utilities and to limit clearing and usage shifts in 

undeveloped or alternate use lands.  

13. Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission must encourage an increase of 

mixed-use lands for greater proximity between residents and necessary commercial and 

industrial resources while also providing efficient and sensible transportation modes to 

and from these resources. 

14. In the development of new and the redevelopment of old areas, building contractors must 

consider the installation of greenroofs for best-use storm water management and to 

decrease the net loss of green space caused by development. 

15. Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission must encourage the 

preservation, protection, and expansion of lands restricted from development so as to 

establish permanent lands that contribute to the mitigation of anthropogenic forcing of 

climate change.  

16. Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission must restrict development of 

agricultural lands so as to maintain prime farmlands and reduce inefficient building in 
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areas of low density while also restricting land clearance to develop new agricultural or 

residential land in these areas.      

17. The federal government must greatly reduce federal subsidies to the agricultural sector as 

a whole in order to minimize market inequalities and remove artificial preferences. 

18. The federal government must reformulate the basis for subsidies which are deemed 

appropriate so as to promote small-scale farming and provide benefits to the family 

farmer as opposed to corporations. 

19. County boards must publicly support and encourage community and farmers‘ markets to 

provide small-scale farmers with a reliable place to sell their food items and to attempt to 

dilute the primacy of supermarkets that contribute to an oversized agribusiness. 
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